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NIGERIA'S CRISIS could not possibly have been solved by the wielders of
political power who created it, for they were, as a contributor, Dr. Reginald
Green, wrote in The New African (September 1965) "the beneficiaries of
the system."
Fate seemed to provide the final impetus for the removal of these wielders
of power, when public disgust at their conduct boiled over after the humiliating fiasco of the Western Region elections in October 1965.
Chief Akintola and his supporters in the Nigerian National Democratic
Party might still have saved themselves from this final loss of the right to
rule had they shown concern) even regret at the bloody rioting and ever-rising
death toll. Instead, they - and the Federal leaders, their allies - played
down this most serious blow to Nigerian hopes and self-respect. Even the
holding of the Lagos Commonwealth Conference 'on Rhodesia added to the
impression of callous disregard for the sufferings of the people as a result of
the misdeeds of the politicians in power: a common view \vas that the
Federal Prime Minister should put his own house in order before playing
the Commonwealth elder statesman. Observers of the Nigerian scene saw
all this but underestimated the determination of Nigerians to rid themselves
of the ruling clique. The tenacity of the beneficiaries of the system seemed
greater than the will to overthrow them. But Nigerians had apparently too
long felt their shame and the events of 15th January were a desperate bid to
reclaim for the people the dignity and the future \vell being of their country.
THE PRICE IS A HEAVY 0 E - the use of killing as a political weapon, loss
of faith in Nigeria's stability on the part of overseas investors, the hazards
of military rule, threats to the survival of the Federation. If it buys for
Nigeria a fresh start on the road to truly independent nationhood, it will not
have been too heavy. If it ensures for Nigeria - and Africa - the future
greatness which is its destiny, the painful events of 15th October will not
have been in vain.
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Into 1966
THE SECOND HALF of the 'sixties looks as vital to Africa as did the first half
when it began. 1960 was Africa Year. The five years succeeding it ha¥e
seen a struggle for survival among the new nations that came into being in
those years. There have been "wars and rumours of war," and nobody can
think that five years have seen the end of conflict among and within the
nations of Africa. The sub-continent south of the Zambesi is still under one
form of colonial domination or another, with Portugal a parasite on vast areas
of unliberated Africa and with many states yet held back by neo-colonial
relationships with countries outside Africa.
Our cover picture, taken in South Africa, suggests a theme for 1966, in
the unliberated territories whe e the people may well face the militarism of
their rulers in new ways.
The old cultures of Africa must grow out of conflict too, as ·they fuse
and interact with other art forms and customs of the world. The New African
will try to analyse and report on all these things in 1966, to carry insights,
debate and information from one part of our continent to another, and also
to our friends in other parts of the world.
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[Cover picture: Jurgen Schadeberg]
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THE CRISIS
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Military
I tervention

D. E OS MALANDUl

Sanctions cannot set
Rhodesia on the road
to democratic rule
the objective Britain
must not shelve
4

-the essential factor

of independence by Ian Smith on
ovember
11, 1965, the British Government replied
by imposing economic sanctions and
appealed to United Nations members to
join in a world-wide economic embargo
against Rhodesia to "restore the rule of
law by bringing to an end the rebel
government."
At the same time, however, the British
Government rej ected outright the use of
force from any quarter against the illegal
regime and has adamantly maintained this
position despite mounting pressure from
Afro-Asian states and the United Nations.
By adopting a sanctions policy only - long
recognised to be ineffective - and rej ecting the use of force as the right solution to
the crisis, British policy over Rhodesia now
turns its back on its original professed
intentions, namely, the elimination of white
minority rule and replacing it with African
majority rule.
It is true that an effective trade embargo
of Rhodesian tobacco and sugar, including
oil, might cause Rhodesia to lose a sizeable
source of her export earnings and inflict
some damage to the Rhodesian economy.
But the effect of such an embargo would
certainly be felt long after the impact of
illegal declaration had receded as much
depends not upon international agreement
through the United Nations, but immediate
co-operation of individual states, especially
those on Rhodesia's borders. Though
Rhodesia's economy will be affected as a
result, no internal revolution or significant
change against the Smith regime can be
foreseen especially with South Africa and
Portugal (and time) on his side.
Tobacco is Rhodesia's biggest single
export, accounting for sales of £39 million
out of a total trading revenue of £ 119
illion in 1964.
Britain
which is
Rhodesia's
largest customer, brought
around half the total crop at a cost of £20
million. With a ban on 'tobacco in British
markets, it will not be difficult at all for
Rhodesia to find customers when tobacco
auctions begin next March. Prices will be
down and not all the crop may be sold.
And .a single year's crop failure does not
AFTER THE ILLEGAL DECLARATION

D. E 0 S A L
D
a member of
ZAPU is a post-graduate and law
student in London.

destroy an industry. Further, with the
assistance of South Africa, Portugal and
Spain, the Smith regime will find some
ways of assisting farmers faced with difficulties in repaying loans advanced on the 1966
crop or those having difficulties in getting
loans.
A similar observation can be made about
Rhodesian sugar. The forfeiture of the
preferential Commonwealth price might
make it difficult to export the crop (worth
£4 million last year) at a profit. But already
subsistence crops are being planted instead
of both sugar and tobacco. Indeed, to meet
foreign exchange losses from the sugartobacco boycott and from Commonwealth
prefer nces, the Smith government has
imposed import and currency controls which
will affect British exports to Rhodesia
rather than cripple the economy.
WILL THE APPLIC TIO

OF OIL S

CTIO S

bring Rhodesia's economy to a halt and
thereby topple the rebel regim ? A boycott
of tobacco and sugar may not cause a train
to countries imposing it, as there is a
current \vorld surplus which \vill, however,
be nearly exhausted when the embargo
starts to hurt Rhodesia. In the case of oil,
e\en if ersia (which now supplies most of
Rhod sia's 400 000 to s of annual imports),
and other Middle Eastern countries are
ready to deny the selves a minor market,
there are enough i. ~ ependent oil producers
in the world who \~ i 1 not be choose .
Potential sources for _ odesia are Portuguese An ola and parts of outh America.
Rhode ia has th advantage of having its
O~Nn r~fining at
mtali near the Portuguese
ozambique bord r which i supplied with
crude oil by a 180-mile pip -line from the
Mozambique port of Beira. A blockade of
Persian oil means that Rhodesia must
s ~ itch to Angolan oil which ~ ill be a
potential export shipped to Beira round the
Cape.
nd South Africa could meet
Rhodesia's demands by having Rhodesian
supplies consigned to the Republic and
then r consimed to Beira Lourenco
Marques, or trucked into Rhodesia.
In any case, Kariba hydro-electric power
and the Wankie colliery reduce Rhodesia's
dependence upon oil to a bare quarter of
its ene gy needs. Cutting off oil from
Rhodesia inevitably hits Zambia. In a
wider context an economic war might
J.

break out in Southern Africa which could
escalate into armed international conflict.
The Benguela rail ay and the Lockheed
airlift would have to cope with products
other than oil and copper exports. South
Africa and Portugal will no longer let their
balance of payments problems stand in the
way if economic assistance to Rhodesia is
imperative to maintain white supremacy
south of the Zambezi. An effective sanctions policy on Rhodesia to overthrow the
rebel regime would require an urgent naval
blockade of the whole of Southern Africa
and a total boycott of all goods and services.
It would also need to devise effective alternative means of supply for Zambia.
The recent tightening of the Smith-Ver\voerd-Salazar axis after UDI clearly
negates the sanity of a British and United
ations sanctions policy to change the
present course of events in Rhodesia. Besides, there has never been any doubt in the
" axis" powers and Britain of Rhodesia's
economic strength to withstand economic
sanctions that the world might impose.
Rhodesia has a broadly based and diversified economy. Serious gaps in the implementation of sanctions exist and these will
assist Rhodesia's economy and consolidate
the regime they are attempting to overthrow. First Rhodesia's sterling balances
of £24 million are not frozen and it is
already known that over half this amount
was transferred before UDI from London
to witzerland and South Africa. Without
international co-operation these external
reserves will be used by the rebel government to pay for imports from Britain or
any other country for months ahead.
Second, lack of British initiative to coordinate at all levels Commonwealth and
United Nations programme of economic
sanctions makes it difficult to implement
existing sanctions.
.. ORE SERIOUS I
BRITISH POLICY as
manifested in economic sanctions is its lack
of precise definition of its primary objective
- in 1 gal and practical terms - since
UDI, first as regards action against the
rebel government and second, as regards
the basic question of African majority rule.
The Southern Rhodesia Act, 1965, gives
Britain sole powers to impose economic
and other measures against a rebel
Rhodesia. Imposition of economic sanctions
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alone, which will apparently fail to inflict
a penalty against rebels, is an open admission of the authority of the illegal regime.
And sanctions merely test that authority
as a fait accompli, to be brought to amiable
terms in future negotiations rather than
seek to break it and bring it to the judgment
of the courts. Economic sanctions as in the
modem recorded cases of Ireland, Italy,
China, and Cuba are insufficient to lead to
a change of regime or even a major change
of national policy. If British policy is still
rapid constitutional development to African
majority rule, a swift arrest of the illegal
leadership and a return to legality ought
to be its logical accomplishment. A rebellion
cannot be brought to heel without physical
action.
Military intervention by Britain, the
Commonwealth and the United Nations is
supported here as it provides a realistic
approach to illegal action and the means to
fulfill the primary objective. From a military point of view, Rhodesia is a small
country and cannot provide a prolonged
resistance organised internationally. The
intensity of the struggle is reduced by the
fact that the extent of Mr. Smith's control
over the Rhodesian army is a marginal one.
Recently, for example, he ousted the Army
Chief of Staff and Chief of the Air Staff
because of their vehement opposition to
UDI. Their successors - a General and
an Air Vice-Marshal- hold similar views
and it was their allegiance to the Queen
that withheld them from taking action
against the Governor, Sir Humphrey Gibbs
who is, on behalf of Her Majesty, their
military superior as Rhodesia's Commanderin-Chief. Further, VDI has crystallised the
struggle that continues (the results of which
are unknown) between Sir Humphrey Gibbs
and Mr. Smith for the loyalty of the armed
forces.
The question of loyalty of the armed
forces is an irrelevant one either in the case
of British or international military intervention. It is, indeed, relevant to Mr.
Smith as he is aware of divi~ed loyalti~s
even after the purge and his forces ID
combat might be reduced to a mere handful. But ev~n if. the whole ~hodesian army
were on hIS SIde, RhodeSIan forces are
insi.gnificant in comparison with any i~ternatIonal a;my, as ~ssessed by the InstItute
of StrategIcal StudIes.after UDI.
There are, acc~rdmg to .the assess~ent
3,400 armed men In ~odesIa ~ as agaIns.t,
for example, 2:500 I~ ~ambIa, 9,000 ~n
Ghana; 34,000 In Eth~opla and 180,000 In
the. V.A.R. - two-thIrds of ~hom are
~frlca~; an~ some have. been ~Isarmed ~s
~nreliable.
Mr. .S!DIth relIes on his
MInutemen. In addItIon to regular forces
- two .batta~ions (0!le of them all whit~),
a SpeClal AIr ServIce Squadron, and SIX
sq~adrons of aircraft - the~e is a !er:itorIal .Army of four battalIons, terrItorIal
reservISts of at least another four, plus,
2,000 .white police and 20,000 white police
reservIsts.
REGARDLESS OF THE SOURCES

national force against Rhodesia military
intervention is logistically practicable. On
the British side, a lot is heard about the
expected refusal of the British soldier to
fire on his colonial kith and kin. But the
reverse might be true. Rhodesia is a British
colony and if British soldiers seek to subdue
a rebellion, they would fire back as they
would if faced with an armed mob in
England. None the less, to avoid another
Curragh incident, Britain would have
immediate military support from the United
Nations.
Strategically, vertical envelopment would
be feasible. There would be at least three
brigades required, with a follow-up of
another two and this is an excessive estimate. Expeditions of short-haul aircraft
like Argosies would be flown from Tanzania
to Lusaka from where helicopter-borne and
airborne operations could be launched.
Unlike an economic war, dangers of armed
intervention by South Africa and Portugal
would most likely be averted.
The immediate objective of the armed
forces would be control of strategic centres,
chief sources of power (Kariba and Wankie
colliery), telecommunications, protection of
the Governor, Sir Humphrey Gibbs as well
as release of Joshua Nkomo and other
political detainees and arrest of rebels.
Damage would be inversely proportional to
the number of troops deployed and the
operation undertaken within not more than
a week.
International control would make provisions relating to the administration of the
territory.
The 1961 Constitution of
Southern Rhodesia would be suspended.
Government would be vested in an executive council for at least six months while a
representative constitution incorporating
objectives of democratic African majority
rule was being devised. Internal conditions
that would otherwise be disrupted by economic sanctions would be strengthened for
rapid economic and social development.
The course of events in Rhodesia for
which Britain is responsible raises questions
of doubt and anixety in the consciences of
mankind - as to the sincerity of British
policy and action towards the development
of Rhodesia to democratic rule. And
democracy, regardless of difficulties to
define it embodies, in a wide sense, consent
of the governed without regard to race,
colour, or creed. This principle ought to
take precedence over all other considerations. When Her Majesty's Government
fails to enforce just processes of law and
reason, there inevitably appears to be a
connivance with its colonial leadership and
deceit of international judgment so as to
maintain domination of 4 000 000 Africans
by 200,000 Europeans. After' all what has
been done cannot be undone Britain will
go down in history as chief a;chitect in the
construction of the colour curtain among
the nations. Without immediate firm action
in Rhodesia, a more violent situation will
occur that will hun the cause of inter-racial
and international co-operation for generaof an inter- tions to come.

e

Perseveration is a theory I prove
Every time I lecrve
My country. In my difference from others
Tall krantzes cut clean through me 11Ji.th
their echo
Table Mountain, Hex River
Distances that give my 1000e lts tune,
The aloe's intimate accordance with the sun.
But the mixing of people
Out of simple friendliness and courtesy
And the friendships between individuals
Forged out of interests in common
And not the colour of skin, .the cruel
Channelling of one or another Apartheid law
Loads me wth regret for the history I am.
Whenever I travel I am faced once more
With the architecture of hecrven
And the anatomy of hell;
Like two snakes they plait themselves
Into a glittering ring
That coils about me smothering my freedom
Till I burn in my bones like a tree in a
storm.
To purge the night from my nailed estate
I have to bridge a full-featured nightmare:
The abyss in my land between black and
white
And jailor death is the tyrice for that.
o my country, I have .tried in vain to forget
The red brand of your shameful darkness,
The dear deep shapes of your prodigious
light.
Only when your ice-making separateness
Crawls back into a hole of the sun
Shall I find peace who now am forced to
roam
Crossed with an anguished tenderness,
The disgrace of those who stayed to fatten
And the lean way of those who stayed to
blast
The high walls that keep their country poor.
PERSEUS ADAMS
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Collingwood August's
translation of the Xhosa
classic Ityala larnaWele
will appear in three
parts. In the opening
two chapters the
twins' dispute is
brought to Hintsa's court

Although I am no kind of expert on legal affairs, I have, however,
the conviction that the legal system of the Xhosas is not in the
slightest degree different from that of the enlightened nations.
When the white races came to this country, they found that the
people of this country are virtually experts - all of them - in legal
procedure. Further they found that the customs of the Xhosas are
based upon precedent. The white races took for themselves a
considerable share of the customs and laws of the Xhosas.
In this short tale I am endeavouring to show the efforts, the
pains, and the time that the Xhasas take when they research into
the origin of law, for they are trying to base it upon p1"ecedent. I
am also trying to show that the king is nol the final arbiter of
affairs by himself, as foreigners believe is the case with us.
The language and culture af the Xhasas is gradually disappearing
because of the Word and the enlightenment that have come among
us - which things have come- with the nations of the W est*, the
sons of Gog and Magog.
It is the duty of the youth of the Xhosas to examine conscientiously what will happen when this language and culture disappear
completely.
T his, then, is a small effort in trying to stem that strong current
which will sweep away the whole nation. Try also on your side to
supp'ort this effort.
s. E. KRUNE MQHAYI
I am yours in the effort of the nation,
At Mpongo, June 1914
THE

KING

The king who presided over the case was Hintsa;
The one on whose eyebrows they look and say
he is angry,
The bull they think has gored before it
has gored.
Hintsa was the son of Khawuta; Khawuta was born by Gcaleka,
Gcaleka was born by Phalo, while Phalo is the son of Tshiwo, of
Ngconde, of Togu, of Sikhomo, of Ngcwangu, of Tshawe, of
Nkosiyamntu, of Malangana, of Xhosa.
I
THE COMPLAINT
" I'M COMPLAINING! "

"
"
"
"
"

IS

LAID

Continue! "
I'm complaining against They-are-two !"
Continue! "
They-are-two is usurping my place! "
Continue!"
S .A M !J E LED WAR D K RUN E M Q HAY I, great Xhosa poet,
htstonan, translator, biographer and journalist, was born in the
Ciskei, South Africa, in 1875, educated at Centane and Lovedale, became a teacher and public figure in East London, Cape
Province, later retiring to the country. He wrote for early Xhosa
newspapers, Izwi laBantu and Imvo zabaNtsundu, published
many books and became revered among all Xhosa-speaking
1!eople of South Africa as their" poet of ,the nation" He died
tn 1945. Ityala lamaWele was originally published in Xhosa by
the Lovedale Press in 1914.

"Whereas we are people related, it appeared that while we live
together he has been cunning. But it also appeared that I have
been cunning too! "
" Continue!"
" Now that the master of the home is not present, it is a problem
to run the affairs of the home, for none of us agrees to move from
his stand; each says he is the heir!"
" Continue!"
" I have therefore said I should bring this matter to my home here
so that it should be solved for us !"
" Continue! "
" I beg to remain, my lord!"
" Continue - continue! Mh-m-m! Rather, you say you are
complaining, rather?"
" I say I am complaining."
" You are complaining against They-are-two?"
" Aye."
" This They-are-two, whose son is he?"
" He's the son of Cause-to-rejoice."
" What is he to you, that They-are-two?"
" He's my elder brother."
" And then you say. . . you say he is usurping your place?"
" I say so."
" How do you say so?"
" I say so because he does not allow me to attend to the affairs of
my home."
" Such affairs as which?"
"How shall I explain the multifarious details of the affairs of a
home?"
" I say to you from what sort of affair is They-are-two excluding
you?"
c. I had said, at the very beginning, They-are-two is cunning; and
I am cunning. The result was two bulls - things that cannot live
in one kraalt and anything be right after that."
" Make it explicit."
" Don't you hear it?"
" Cause it to come across."
" There it is."
" You've not yet laid a complaint while you indulge in circumlocution. You're still making small talk - small talk," said
Ntentema turning his back on him and walking away.
" Just what are you saying, young man?" asked Fuzile, a Ngqosini,
who had been lying on his side some distance away listening. " You
say you are complaining against They-are-two?"
" I say I'm complaining against They-are-two."
" You also say They-are two is your elder brother?"
" I had been saying so, my lord."
" Now, what do you say?"
" I still say so, sir."
" Now, who is claiming, you or your elder brother?"
" He is."
" You say he is claiming the heirship?"
*West here is not being used in the modem meaning: It is being used to
describe white people - who came out of the West, Le., all white people.
tKra-al, in this context does not mean" home" as some English writers
suppose. It simply means an enclosure for cattle.
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" I say so."
" In what regard to your own mouth which says he is your elder
brother?"
" That is the mouth of people, and not my own."
"What are you saying, young man? What are you saying? Where
are those people, in you?"
" That is the very aspect which has brought me to my home here
so that it should be unravelled to me, for we both saw the sun on
the same day with that They-are-two."
" How?"
" By twinship."
" O-o-o! Mh-m-m! You are a twin! "
" We are twins! "
" Which appeared first?"
" They-are-two."
" They-are-two."
" They-are-two."
" This name signifies the twoness of twinship ?"
" It's exactly so."
" And you, what is your name?"
" I am Twin."
" Whose sons are you?"
" We are the sons of Cause-ta-rejoice."
" Of what place?"
" Of Thoboshane."
" A man of what clan?"
" A Nzothwa."
" In the area of what chief?"
c, In the area of S -"
Just when Twin was saying that word there appeared Kosani, a
Vala, and Cause-to-eat, a Gora, who were both on riding animals. *
As they rode past at a rather brisk trot, they asked Twin:
" Please say. On what matter are you at the Great Place, here?"
" Oh! I'm Complainant."
" What are you complaining about, then?"
" I'm complaining against They-are-two."
" Speak on."
By this time Cause-to-eat and Kosani were out of hearing as,
indeed, they had not stopped their animals.
" Speak on, young man," Fuzile proceeded, "in whose headmanship ?"
" That of Smalldoor."
" And what says Smalldoor?"
" In short, sir, I can say, Smalldoor says I make a triviality out of
serious talk, for there is no younger son who ever attained stewardship in the presence of the elder."
" Which is the elder?"
" They-are-two?"
" So says Smalldoor?"
"So says Smalldoor."
At this point there arrived Bright, an affluent man of the Small
*The riding animals were oxen as horses were hardly known among the
Xhosas at this time. The word for" riding animal" is not translatable
into English, a language which appears to· have no equivalent.

Rains, accompanied by a group of men. They all cross-examined
the complainant at great length after they had heard his complaint.
When they heard of Smalldoor's decision they paused.
After this matter had been transmitted in all its detail to the
King, with some twenty councillors, by Fuzile and Gqomo, an
elder of the Bambas, Wisizwi, an eloquent Tshonyane, was heard
to say, " And I heard you, Oh! you word." As he said this he
knocked the ashes out of his pipe. Mancapha, a very aged Qocwa,
said, "This unending world, I lived it and lived it until I tasted
even its innermost bile."*
Saying so, he took out of his bag the piece of balsawood, which
was meant for tinder, he had placed there the previous day.
Mkrweqana, an ebullient young man, who so frequented the
Great Place, that occasionally he was sent on minor errands,
exclaimed, " The time is now ours, and we shall put matters right."
As he said this he was working on the decoration of 'the codpiecet
which he was preparing to wear at a dance to be held soon at Siko's.
village at the Waterfall. As he said this, Roloma, an elder of the
Cetes, who was carving a hardwood staff momentarily glanced
at him with extremely disapproving eyes. All along, the King had
kept on smoking his pipe without saying a single word while staring"
at the ground.
By now Twin was already absent, for he had been told to go
home for the time being; his matter had been heard.
*Nat meaning its bitterness but its innermost aspects.
t An article made of softened goatskin and worn to conceal from the eyes
of females and as-yet-uncircumcised boys the circumcision scar.
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11
THE

CASE

IS

HEARD

AFTER THE DANCE at Siko's place, Hintsa, the King, sent Bright

and Mdunywa, a Tipha - both in the prime of life with a promise
of sober maturity - to go to Smalldoor and summon him to the
Great Place. He deliberately sent them off late in the evening so
that they should sleep at Smalldoor's village and therefore be able
to gather, surreptitiously, some information relating to this case.
Since he had heard about this case, the King appeared not to be
happy. Indeed, he was not a King who had any communication
with his councillors on any matter that appeared litigious.
While Bright and Mdunywa were crossing Smalldoor's village,
before coming in view of the chief's home, they passed the home
of Nqwakuza a man of the Nyele clan. Here they found a group of
men who were putting the finishing touches to the shin bones and
trotters of a calf that had died from the disease of young animals.
They greeted the group of diners which responded warmly. They
then came and squatted on the ground and ordered a young boy to
bring them a glowing coal (for their pipes).
The diners mercilessly teased the travellers for arriving after the
wedding of the Khoikhoin woman,* saying their baboonst had
obviously grown old and got into the habit of arriving late.
While the travellers were lighting their pipes they were asked
where they came from and where they were going. They were also
asked, as people who were coming from the general direction of th~
Great Place, as to what stage the case of the younger son of Causeto-rejoice had reached. The travellers denied even that they had
ever heard of a case even remotely similar to that one. They even
asked what kind of case. Nqwakuza, trying to explain, said,
" Young m'en, these days, when their stomachs are full, love to go
to court on trivialities. There is a young man here who for three
years has held us in his hand saying he wants to be an heir although
he is born a younger son. We now understand the matter has
reached even the Great Place and we thought we might hear more
from you, who come from that general direction."
The messengers shook off the dust from their clothing and passed
on to reach the headman's home just after sunset. These gentlemen
were received with great hospitality as it was well-known where
they came from.
These gentlemen then made so much conversation that Smalldoor
felt free to broach the matter of this case, in whose connection he
suspected the King wanted to see him. He explained at great length
to the visitors all the details of the case as he knew them and finally
turned to them to ask whether they had ever heard of such a thing
even as a folk tale.
On the morrow, just after the milking of the cows in the morning,
*The Khoikhoin (" Hottentots," to use the derogatory term) did not (unlike the Xhosas) spend many days over their wedding ceremonies.
tSorcerers are believed to ride (one leg on the back of the baboon, the
other taking long strides on the ground) on baboon~. Obviously an
elderly baboon is not as agile as a young one.

these gentlemen from the Great Place arose to go home. Smalldoor
asked them to tell the King that he was coming; and that he would
arrive in the early evening - just as the rabbits were getting up to
feed. True to his word, Smalldoor arrived in the early evening
accompanied by Madume, an elder Hegebe, and Sigadi, a young
man, whose duty it was to chastise any dogs, which not knowing
them, would bark at them. The King ordered that sleeping places
should be made ready for them at the house of the chief wife. He
himself spent a large part of the night at the chief \vife's place
together with Ngqokoma, an Off-white, and Malinga, a Grey-men
who were known throughout the kingdom for holding their tongues.
In the early red dawn the men from Thoboshane returned home.
But no one knew exactly what the king had wanted them for. It
then came to pass that men were sent to go throughout the kingdom
announcing that on the third day there would be a meeting at the
Great Place.
Indeed, on the day, councillors * appeared over the mountain
passes and across the fords. They began to arrive from the end of
the dawn until the sun had considerably left the mountains.
By the time the cattle left for their morning grazing the Great
Place was a red mass. t Twin was already squatting on the ground
with his maternal uncle, Mgqaliso, a Bald-Head. They-are-two
arrived with his two paternal unclest and they squatted at the
other 'end of the courtyard.
All this morning His Majesty did not come out of his palace.
But now a young man was seen carrying the unsoftened hide of
an eland. He came and laid it in the midst of the chief councillors.
As he was busy laying it open His Lordship was seen approaching.
He appeared as if he were not at all happy. The whole court
nlumbled their greeting, "A! Zanzolo!" His Majesty did not
respond, but squatted on the eland hide.
He had hardly sat down when he asked Story, a hero and a
Mpinga, what these people were waiting for all the morning. Story,
without any delay, asked Twin to explain to the court what they
had met for. Twin again described at full length all these events
which I have already narrated.
They-are-two was then asked to say his say. He carried on like
this: "Sirs, and you gentlemen of my home, my own home, I have
nothing that I know, for I, too have been called. One little thing
that I have some slight knowledge of is that I was born by Causeto-rejoice through a woman of the Bald-Heads. I am a twin,
a twin with my younger brother who is now having a scurrilous
disputation with me. Those who confined my mother say that I
was the first to appear and that Twin came after. We grew up
understanding that. We got circumcised understanding that; and
everybody knows that. Until the time our late father left us, there
is no argument. I have heard only recently that I must give room
to Twin so that he may administer the family of Cause-ta-rejoice,
as he is the elder; furthermore it is he who says that." The men
burst into laughter at this.
*Councillors here mean both councillors and ordinary subjects.
tRed with the ochre with which their clothing was smeared.
tThe word is 'a derivation of "father," for one's paternal uncles are in
fact one's fathers.
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"I have been summoned on several occasions by Smalldoor, it
being understood we are discussing this matter; we discuss at
extremely great length and end in bafflement. And I am then told
to return home in the midst of that bafflement. So to say, my
lords, if there is a person who can lay a complaint it is he who has
a matter that can be discussed and be understood. Therefore, I beg
to remain."
Story then referred to the court saying, "So say the twins,
counsellors."
Mxhuma, a man of the Khomanzi-Qhinebe, spoke first and said
to complainant, " So you say you are complaining for not being
given your rightful place - that of the elder."
" Yes, sir."
" Do you know that it is the custom among Tshiwo's peoples that
the person born first is the heir?"
" Yes, sir."
By coming to the Great Place here, young man, what have you
come to ask the law to do for you?"
Twin kept quiet and did not answer.
Mxhuma reiterated, "Now then - now then, son of Cause-torejoice, please help Khawuta's people. What have you come to ask
the court to do for you?"
Twin kept quiet and did not answer.
Mxhuma then went on to speak to They-are-two. "Please help
this court, son of Cause-ta-rejoice, please help Khawuta's people.
This is the first time such a matter has been heard in Gcaleka's
family and its bile together with its bitterness is therefore desirable.
You say that you and Twin were born of the same woman on the
same dav?"
" I say s~o my lord."
" You grew up together and you were circumcised together?"
" Yes, sir."
" While you were growing up did you ever discuss this matter?"
"Which matter, my lord?"
" This that vou are twins."
" Yes, sir, ~e discussed it frequently; the other boys also discussed
it frequently, commenting that I was so small while my younger
brother was a giant, and that he was so hairy while I was smooth,
and also that I looked young."
" And by saying so, what did those boys suggest should be done?"
"No, my lord. The boys, in their childishness, were suggesting
that we change around, I to be the younger, Twin the elder."
" Ah! Then did you finally do that?"
c, Which, my lord? "
" That changing around."
" I might not say so."
" Make it brilliant, young man, make it brilliant."
" We are now not talking about matters of the childish playfulness
of boys, my lord."
"Indeed, I do not say we are talking about such matters; I say,
however, make this little matter to be brilliantly clear, did you
finally commit this playfulness of changing places?"
At this stage of the proceedings there intervened Siphendu, a
Zangwa, shouting. "What is all this? When is this case going to
be heard? We are busy discussing the matters of boyhood, what
have they to do with this court?"

"Gently, gently, Siphendu, the court was still listening," said
Gqomo. Siphendu appeared to be wanting to continue making his
point but the other man reprimanded him and he calmed down.
Mxhuma trod slowly saying, " I was still there, my son, I was
still saying carry this word over the hill: did you ever do that
playfulness of changing places with your younger brother here?"
" Yes, there is something resembling that."
" Say on, please."
" On a certain day we went bird hunting being a group of boys;
the other boys came back with trophies, and I with nothing. And
the others said Twin should give me a share of his. But T\vin said
that would be the day the eldership became him. The others
insisted that I should not pay heed to the suggestion as it would not
develop into anything. I was then given a nkzvili, * after I had taken
an oath that Twin would be the elder."
" Thus he says, ye people!" Mxhuma exclaimed covering himself in the leopard skin that had been given to him at the Great
Place on the day he brought the breast of a buffalo there.
The court became embarrassingly silent until Mancapha said,
" This matter will give birth to something." He then set his pipe
alight and proceeded to smoke. "Smalldoor has been skimming the
surface; today the men of the nation are diving to the bottom,"
said Mganu, a Dala, shaking his blanket and going to squat by the
cattle kraal.
At this stage there appeared a man of the Ntakwendas, Ndlombase by name saying. "Mercy, 0 heroes, let there be mercy. Let
there be no anger, let there be no disputation. These children who
are suing one another have been born by us. Their father is not
present, he is dead, and he died amongst us. This matter is ours;
and there has never been such a matter before. These children are
ours; \ve are the peacemakers. Let the matter be narrated; let us
go back to its roots; and let us put it right." He then set down and
covered himself.
There now appeared Maduma of Smalldoor's village. He turned
to Twin, saying, " This eldership you are claiming, is it then based
on the day of the nkwili?"
" That is simply a manifestation and a confirmation of an eldership which I already possess."
"This eldership then, according to you, where did you get it?"
" At the very birth."
" No, young man, you shouldn't go on like that. The birth says
\vhich your place is, for They-are-two appeared first at birth. What
says you appeared first?"
The young man kept quiet and now there was another long
silence.
Zwini stood up and said, "Who was the midwife on that day
you were born?"
" It was my grandmother, Teyase, and the sister of my father,
Yiliwe."
Mxhuma stood up suddenly and said, "This home, has it been
taken out of mourning, what were the terms of its being taken out
of mourning?"
At this stage it was necessary that Teyase and Yiliwe, the midwives be called.
[To be continued

e

*A rare bird of the forests.
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The daily struggle in Kenya
-or how to talk to
the servants

Extracts from THE KENYA SETTLER'S SEE THAT THE \VATER BOILS
COOKERY BOOK AND HOUSEHOLD GUIDE, THIS TEA MUST LAST ... DAYS
prepared by The Church of Scotland GET THE BATH READY
Woman's Guild of St. Andrews, Nairobi BRING HOT WATER
(East African Standard, Ltd., Nairobi; no DO NOT FORGET COLD WATER
EVERY DAY THE BWANA WANTS HOT \VATER
date, 4th edition).
(In THE KENYA SETTLER'S COOKERY
FOR SHAVING
BOOK AND HOUSEHOLD GUIDE these phrases TAKE HOT WATER TO THE GUEST
appear in English and Ki-S\vahili. The GO AND \VASH YOURSELF
English is quoted here in the exact order WASH YOUR HANDS
WASH THE CLOTHES
itappears in the book.)
YOU HAVE NOT WASHED THESE CLOTHES
SWAHILI SECTION
WELL
In this Section, there has been no
attempt to make an exhaustive vocabulary, YOU HAVE NOT GOT THE DIRT OUT
or to compile a grammar book. The sole V1ASH IT AGAIN
ob ject has been to assist new-comers, in THIS SOAP IS SUFFICIENT
the arduous first days of housekeeping in I CANNOT GIVE OUT MORE
Kenya, when difficulties are enormously RETURN THE SOAP WHICH IS LEFT
added to, by the daily struggle to make PUT MORE BLUE IN
LESSEN THE BLUE
oneself intelligible to one's servants . ..
CLEAN ALL POTS AND PANS WELL
IRON TODAY
CLEAN THE KNIVES
THIS IRON IS NOT HOT
DO NOT USE TOO MUCH POWDER
CLEAN THIS IRON
SWEEP THOROUGHLY EVERY DAY
FOLD THE CLOTHES NICELY
DUST WELL, DO NOT FLICK THE DUSTER
THESE CLOTHES ARE NOT DAMP ENOUGH,
OPEN THE WINDOW
SPRINKLE AGAIN
SHUT THE WINDOWS
THESE CLOTHES ARE TOO DRY
OPEN THE DOOR
TAKE THIS LETTER TO ... AND WAIT FOR
SHUT THE DOORS
AN ANSWER
LIGHT THE LAMP
THERE IS NO ANSWER
PUT OUT ALL THE LIGHTS
RETURN QUICKLY
POLISH THE FLOOR, RUB WITH A CLOTH IF YOU CANNOT FIND HIS HOUSE, ASK
UNTIL IT SHINES
SOl\fEONE
I TOLD YOU TO DO IT LIKE THIS '" BUT GO QUICKLY
YOU DO IT LIKE THIS
TELL
.
I WILL SHOW YOU
CALL
.
DO AS I DO
HAS HE ANSWERED?
DO YOU HEAR? LISTEN TO ME
WHERE IS BWANA?
ARE MY WORDS CLEAR TO yOU?
HE IS HERE
I WILL EXPLAIN TO YOU AGAIN
HE IS NOT HERE
ANSWER ME WHEN I SPEAK TO YOU
DO NOT MAKE SO MUCH NOISE
SPEAK SLOWLY
HE IS IN THE HOUSE
SPEAK SOFTLY
\VHEN YOU MAKE A BED FIRST TAKE OFF
BE QUIET
ALL THE BED CLOTHES, THEN TURN THE
LEAVE OFF TALKING
MATTRESS
ENOUGH OF WORDS
SHAKE THE PILLOWS AND TUCK THE
BRING TEA EARLY
CLOTHES IN WELL SO THEY DO NOT
TAKE TEA TO THE GUEST
TOUCH THE FLOOR
TAKE TEA AND BISCUITS
EVERY DAY EMPTY OUT THE DRINKING
SEE THAT THE SOUP BOILS SLOWLY
WATER AND PUT IN FRESH
THESE VEGETABLES ARE NOT COOKED SET THE TABLE
ENOUGH
SEE THAT THE CLOTH IS PUT ON NICELY
THIS MEAT IS TOUGH
TWO GUESTS ARE COMING TODAY
DO NOT BE LATE WITH THE FOOD
SET A PLACE FOR AN EXTRA PERSON TODAY

THIS PLATE IS NOT CLEAN
THESE PLATES HAVE NOT BEEN PROPERLY
\VIPED
BRING TWO OR THREE MORE PLATES
THESE CUPS ARE NOT SUFFICIENT
BRING OTHERS
DO NOT BE LATE WITH LUNCH
SET THE TABLE EARLY
TELL THE COOK TO DISH UP
PUT THE FOOD IN THE SAFE
THIS FOOD NEED NOT BE KEPT
BRING DRINKING WATER
DID THE \VATER BOIL?
BOIL SOME WATER
BOIL THESE EGGS
THIS EGG IS BAD
THESE EGGS ARE NOT FRESH
THIS FOOD HAS A BAD SMELL
PUT THE MILK IN A CLEAN JUG
CLEAN THE JUG WITH BOILING WATER
MAKE TOAST
DO NOT COOK THE VEGETABLES TOO EARLY
PUT SALT IN THE VEGETABLES
DO NOT COOK THE MEAT TOO MUCH
TODAY MAKE CURRY AND RICE
I AM ILL
MY HEAD ACHES
I FEEL FEVERISH
DO YOU FEEL FEVERISH?
I FEEL COLD
GO AND LIE DOWN
DRINK THIS MEDICINE
SWALLOW THIS MEDICINE, DO NOT CHEW
IT
LIGHT THE FIRE
PUT IN MORE WOOD
THE FIRE IS TOO HOT
TAKE OUT SOME WOOD
MAKE TEA AND BRING IT HERE NO\V
BRING MILK AND SUGAR, BREAD AND BUTTER
ALSO
TAKE AWAY THE TEA THINGS
\VASH THE DISH CLOTHS
THEY ARE NOT CLEAN, WASH THEM AGAIN
WHAT IS THE TIME?
BLOW UP THE FIRE
AN INSECT HAS EATEN THIS
DIG THE GARDEN
CUT THE GRASS
SPLIT THE FIREWOOD
CULTIVATE THE SOIL
I WANT TO SEE YOUR REGISTRATION
CERTIFICATE AND BOOK
WHERE HAVE YOU BEEN SINCE YOU LEFT
YOUR LAST MASTER?
I DO NOT GIVE SUCH HIGH WAGES. IF YOU
WORK HERE, I WILL GIVE YOU ...
SHILLINGS
YOU ARE FREE EVERY DAY FROM TWO
O'CLOCK TILL FOUR O'CLOCK, BUT AT
ANY OTHER TIME YOU MUST BE ON DUTY
ON THE PREMISES
NO ONE IS ALLOWED TO COME HERE AND
SLEEP IN YOUR HUT UNLESS I GIVE HIM
WRITTEN PERMISSION TO STAY
I DO NOT ALLOW STRANGE BOYS NEAR THE
HOUSE
DO NOT BE SULKY
YOU ARE INSOLENT! YOU MUST LOOK
PLEASANT
IT IS BETTER NOT TO BE SULKY

e

D. E. Steward
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A change
of heart?

I AM OFTEN ASKED, "What hope is there
of a change in heart in South Africa?"
Often, too, I hear liberal plans put forward
which seem to assume that a "change of
heart" is possible; meaning that white
South Africans may yet bring themselves
to discuss, and even to accept, the possibility of de jure integration and majority
rule, if not with good grace, at least because
they see it as inevitable.
Living under the combined influences
of deterrents, propaganda, governmental
strength and economic stability, why should
any White South African discuss, or even
enquire into, the possibility of change in his
country's power and land holding structure?
The creation of new states from old dependencies in greater Africa and the power
of statesmen once branded as agitators
raise startling possibilities for all South
Africans. At home, men and women cannot
but notice changes which touch their personal lives. For instance, nonwhites do not
forget the personal tragedies and insecurity
which arbitrary rule inflicts on them. More
and more white youths find their employment or eductaion affected by military
service. Because of these and similar
changes, white South Africans have not
only noted the possibility of change but
know that their hold on power is threatened.
The majority of white South Africans
have reacted to the possibility of change in
one of these ways, irrationally and emotionally; they have either stopped their eyes
and ears, or are determined to prevent
change at all costs.
A few Whites, however, have tried to
observe and evaluate their situation dispassionately; some, myself included, have tried
to calculate rationally what the future is
likely to hold and have acted on their conclusions. Why? The question is relevant
to my original one because the people who
can use their heads in this way seem the
only group likely to resist the influences
of their environment and remain open to
a change of heart in the present circumstances.
M A R G ARE T B LAC K, author of No
Room for Tourists (Seeker & Warburg,
1965), emigrated from South Africa to
Britain in 1963.

----------..
The white South Africans
will only act in what
they believe are their
own longest term interests
-by some these may
be seen to coincide,
with African rule

MARGARET BLACK

Obviously I cannot answer this question
for anyone but myself. I cannot even answer
for myself with certainty, for no one analyses his own experiences or mental processes wholly rationally. But my upbringing
in Britain and my South African adult life
were conventional, and the background
experiences which have shaped my outlook
on South African affairs are common to a
good many Whites, indigenous or immigrant. These experiences may thus provide
clues for observers who wish to assess the
chances of other white South Africans
appraising their situation as I tried to do.
Many adolescents rebel outright against
their parents' opinions and social standards.
My own rebellion took the form of rejecting my social destiny to be a debutante
because (I said) of the looming shadow of
Hitler's war. This kind of rebellion was
fairly common among English 'teen-agers
of the later thirties. The years of change
from the Depression, through Edward
VIII's abdication to the Spanish Civil War
had made a good many of us politically
conscious, and we found our society smug
and archaic. We focussed on the political
scene the resentment against the environment through which the young normally
assert their adult right to plan their own
future.

interest in standing fast against change
than their elders; they have fewer memories and years of work to lose, and they
have as a rule more energy and confidence
to face tough going or to escape.
In London's war, I got an inkling at first
hand of how tough things could be. It
destroyed a lot of my illusions. One doesn't
think many heroic or idealistic thoughts
when one is queuing for horsemeat or
dodgini~ bombs.
But there remained, undented, the belief
shaped by my whole upbringing, that the
basic security of every adult human being
lies in planning his own future without
arbitrary interference by others. As a corollary, I took it for granted, naively, that the
Rule of Law and a voice in how he is
governed (i.e. a vote) are the twin vital
guarantees of basic security for any individual, regardless of whether he uses his
vote intelligently and no matter whether
it has weight (i.e. is cast in a marginal
constituency) or not. By basic security, I
mean the condition which the individual
values, beyond all others, as essential for
his life's continuance: owning land or
cash, for instance, belonging to a powerful
nation, or having a child to carry on his
name.
My faith in these guarantees was still
unquestioned because we British had never
experienced Hitler's direct rule.
In post-war South Africa, the successive
steps taken towards arbitrary rule between
1948 and 1960 shocked me more deeply
than most European immigrants and probably more than most South Africans.
South Africa had a history of British
arbitrary rule and was used to wielding
arbitrary power over non-Whites. For me,
violations of the constitution and the Rule
of Law in the place where I lived were a
a new and shattering experience. My faith
in their inviolable protective capacity was
broken, even though I did not suffer personally through their ravishment. The point
was, I could suffer. Perhaps some indoctrinated white supremacists may yet lose
their faith in their white armour in a
similar way.
With the coming of arbitrary rule, a
new realisation struck me. For the first
time, I was a member of a minority opinion group within my own society; furthermore, it was a helpless group.

WHATEVER THE TRIGGER, the youngster's
first a\\Takening is usually followed by a
period in which he notices every occurrence
of the feature which displeases him, and
his resentment builds up as he keeps the
score until he finally breaks out in rebellious action. In intelligent youngsters, this
process of reaching rebellion-point is at
least partly conscious and analytical, and
of course any higher education they get
encourages an intellectual approach.
People only examine dangers in their
environment rationally if they believe that
they can escape from the scene in the last
resort; for instance, if they have confidence
in their intellectual or job-finding capacity.
People who see no possibility of escape,
such as a farmer or a retired man whose
pension is paid locally, seldom face changes
which seem perilous. They ignore them, or
react passionately against any suggestion
that they should try to adapt to them, tough
as it may be. In this respect, even the carefully indoctrinated young usually have less
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The new experience of being helpless, the
uselessness of being angry, were salutary
shocks. In British school history books,
democracy, like virtue in Victorian novels,
always won in the end. There must be some
way to fight, some remedy. I had two
sons. Their future security seemed threatened with mine. My husband and I felt,
rather than thought, that we had to do
something. The only action left to us
which might be productive was to analyse
our situation and try to forecast South
Africa's future dispassionately on behalf
of us all. At least, then, we would know
whether our insecurity was as great as we
believed.
If we had been disturbed by secondary
fears only, we might well have buried our
heads in the sand of our prosperous white
existence. But once given the belief that
our basic security was in peril, our pleasant
life actually encouraged us to analyse our
situation, because we wanted to stay if we
could.
Of course the concepts which represented
security for me at that time do not represent them for everyone; it would be absurd
to believe, for instance, that many Africans
want, or would base their security on,
multi-party government. But I do believe
this: if a man discovers that his basic
security, whatever it may repose in, is
imperilled by a threat which he cannot
possibly combat by means of an unreasoned,
emotional reaction, he may try to face his
situation rationally; it is in his fundamental
interest to do so. He is only likely to recognise this, however, if he lacks the bolt-hole
of group security, either because his group
is small or weak, or because he is one of a
minority among his own kind.
Most English-speaking South Africans
and immigrants believe that their basic
security in South Africa lies in economic
power protected by Whiteness, not in votes
and the Rule of Law. Having a useless
Opposition vote does not harm any white
voter's bank balance, and the Rule of Lavl
still operates for most of them. But threats
to their money or their white privilege
seem vital to them, and provoke in them the
obvious, immediate response; they hurrow
under the nearest strong arm - that of the
government which promises, and indeed
seems able, to protect their savings, farms,
pension or investments now. People run-

ning for their lives usually make for the
nearest bolt-hole, regardless of whether it
wlil be safe in the long term.
But these people are not wholly irrational. They do not let their emotions dictate to them in business. If they realise that
it is in their interest to stay calm and to
forecast their political future as they do
their balance-sheets, they may - just may
- use their heads.
Many people have sons and daughters.
These too, may represent security for their
parents, the security of knowing that their
spark of life will be carried on. Many Jews
stayed in Germany to make money - and
to die - for the children they sent away.
Parents seek as a rule to do their best for
their children, and they are most vulnerable
where their children's welfare is concerned.
It is easier to persuade them that their
children should come to terms with the
future than that they should do so themselves.
The young, the competent, the moneymakers, the parents - people ~ith reasonable intelligence and the belief, ~o~ever
inchoate, that they can escape theIr SItuation if they must! These are the people
who may, by heuristic means, come to a
rational appraisal of their situation.
Many may well cOl1clu~e that change
is not likely and do nothIng. Some may
conclude that change is inevitable but that
the Government's strong arm can hold it
back for their lifetimes. A few may conclude, not only that change is inevitab~e,
but that it is in their interest to accept It,
or even to work to bring it about with the
least possible pain to themselves, although
they do not like the prospect.
..
.
My own appraisal did not ?rIgIna~e In
emotional sympathy for the AfrIcan plIght;
that came later when I probed their situation, and discussion of it is pointless here.
I will only say this. What seems to be
sympathy for others wronged by law or
cruelty is very often indignant fear. No
one can really appreciate the suffering of
another if he has not felt similar pain; it
is beyond his imagining, as blue is to those
born blind.
Rational analysis is valueless unless it
takes into account the power of human
passion, which (as history shows) can
change a nation's elite or the expected
course of her behaviour with unforeseen
suddenness. But weighing the probable
effects of emotion is not the same as feeling
it. Let no one suppose that sweet charity
and love for non-white rule will necessarily
flow out of white power-holders who forecast that majority rule will come and deem
it wise to accept the fact. They cannot
reason their way to that sort of change of
heart, or into selfless sacrifice. Even
. if
they decide that the correct course IS to
hand over power and begin to work towards the change, they will be still acting,
consciously or unconsciously in their own
longest-term interest, and cannot be expected to do otherwise. They are human beings, and human nature is like that.
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Christian Missions in Nigeria 1841-91; the
Making of a New Elite by Jacob Ade Ajayi
(Longmans, 35s.)
Notes on the Tribes, Provinces, Emirates, and
States of the Northern Provinces of Nigeria by
O. Temple (Frank Cass & Co., 65s.)
IT IS A HUNDRED YEARS since Samuel Crowther,
the famous Christian missionary who was to
become Nigeria's first indigenous Bishop, reported to his superiors about the reluctance of
the elders of Igbessa to encourage missionary
work: "they were afraid that we were pioneers
of the Lagos government which would follow
our steps and take away their country; that
they had been strongly warned against receiving
us and that by persons from Lagos."
Igbessa was a town near Lagos, annexed by
the British crown a few years earlier. The elders'
fears were only too well justified. Christian
missionaries had been instrumental in bringing
about the annexation of Lagos, and the rest of
Nigeria was eventually to share the fate of that
city. In spite of the antagonisms between the
men of God and the palm-oil ruffians, missionaries and traders generally co-operated ,as did
the humanitarians and the commercial interests
in B dtain. It had become the doctrine of the
day" uat the only way of ending the African
slave trade was to replace it by 'legitimate'
trade, which would open Africa to the civilising
influences of export crop production and European merchandise. This was an aim on which
Church and Commerce could agree, and the
sum of their efforts in this direction eventually
forced the British government, against its will at
first, to assume direct control of the territories
concerned in order to protect British interests.
To this extent the historical view which sees
missionary endeavour in Africa as having paved
the way for colonial expansion is confirmed by
the Nigerian experience; but the picture is
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vastly more complex. and interesting. For instance, the missionary influence also gave rise
to an anti-colonial force to be reckoned with.
As Professor Ajayi points out in his book
Christian Missions in Nigeria, it was in the
centres where missionary work had been most
successful in an earlier period that the most
determined African efforts to negotiate agreements to limit the rights of the British rulers
were later made.
The connection between Christianity and early
Nigerian nationalism can be clearly traced. Of
necessity, 'and sorpetimes grudgingly, the missionaries brought with them what Africa still
regards as an essential political tool: Western
education. To the missionaries it was a major
asset - often their only one - in awakening
interest in their Church. Thus in 1848 the
chiefs of Bonny wrote to Liverpool to ask for
missionaries whom they promised to 'afford
every facility, "as well as every assistance in
our power. And we further expect that those
gentlemen to be sent us shall be capable of
instructing our young people in the English
language." This was a service for which they
offered to pay on the most generous tenus, but
the missionariei turned down every suggestion
of remuneration. They expected not money but
gratitude - which, as Professor Ajayi remarks,
can sometimes be more exacting.
THE MISSIONARIES did produce a
class of educated Africans, some of whom sought
political careers as advisers to the local rulers
in the interior. The most interesting of these
was surely 'Reversible Johnson " a Sierra
Leonean emigrant who arrived in Lagos in ! 863
and became Nigeria's first prominent nationalist.
Ajayiwrites about him,
"In an age when most emigrants sought
success in trade or industry and were advised
for the safety of their souls not to get mixed up
in pagan politics, he devoted himself wholeheartedly to the immense task of creating out of
the chaos in Abeokuta a 'civilised form of
government'. This was to be an adaptation of
European methods of government to the situation at Abeokuta. It was to be a government of
the traditional rulers with a powerful civil
service of educated Africans as officials and advisers. He regarded missionaries as allies, especially those who took education seriously and
placed no restrictions on the education of
Africans. Missionaries ... who considered that
English education turned the head of the African
he regarded as deceivers; missionaries ... who
aspired to political power he regarded as
enemies."
It may be said that J ohnson enjoyed a large
measure of success. His Egba United Board of
Management, conceived asa Chancellery with
himself as Secretary, formulated policy and
attempted to make the chief's government,
through systematic customs duties in place of
arbitrary tolls, the most efficient in Abeokuta.
That the Board eventually failed was due to
British influence in Lagos. The resultant Egba
hostility to Lagos developed into hostility to all
white men, and for a number of years the
Board excluded all Europeans from Abeokuta.
In 1868 J ohnson wrote to the African Times to
"tell England that their efforts to civilise and
christianise Africa by sending missionary after
missionary can have but very partial success,
until they become convinced that something
more is wanted besides sending missionaries and
putting men of war on the sea, and that is to
encourage the fonning of self-government am0ng
educated Africans." The world would have been
a safer place today if England had heeded this
advice.
HOWEVER.,

The early advocates of self-government did
not include only African" radicals" like J ohnson but a number of prominent missionaries,
chief among them Henry Venn,Honorary Secretary of the Church Mission Society, who deplored the annexation of Lagos because Africans
had no place in the administration. It was Venn
also who \vanted the Church in Africa to become
an African Church; "Let a native Church be
organised as a national institution ... as a native
Church assumes a national character, it will
ultimately supersede the denominational distinctions which are now introduced by foreign missionary societies ... Every national Church is at
liberty to change its ceremonies and adapt itself
to the national taste." It is interesting to note
that Venn's prediction regarding the obliteration
of sectarian distinctions in Africa was largely
realised this year in Nigeria.
THAT A CENTURY HAD TO ELAPSE before Christianity could formally discard its foreign character was due to circumstances outside Venn's
control. The European missionaries in Africa
never achieved or wanted to achieve full integration with the local population. It was impossible to adapt the foreign religion to local
tastes as long as "Christian missionaries from
an individualistic society . . . found life in the
family compounds at best incomprehensible, at
worst the devil's own institution." Ajayi explains
that missionaries were concerned with destroying not only paganism but also the existing
social structure in Africa: "The outward sign
of his inward conviction that came to be demanded of the new convert was not so much
the casting away of idols as his total rejection
of life in the family compound symbolised by
his adoption of monogamy." The mission compound, having gathered around it a little band
of Nigerian Christians, stood apart from the
rest of the community. There is of course the
question whether Christianity is in the final
count compatible with African tradition. Ajayi
only touches on this when he describes the
position of the Efik King Eyo who "regarded
religion as an affair of the community whose
customs and practices could only be changed
when the community became generally convinced of the need for change. To him, offence
against tradition was sin, a defiling of the community that required expiation. The Christian
missionary regarded sin as as the responsibility
of the individual, a violation of the laws of
God that were absolute and independent of the
traditions of the community or even of the
beliefs of the individual." This basic contrast
between the absolutism of the European scale of
values and the European emphasis on individualism on the one hand, and the African
approach on the other, extend~ far beyond the
sphere of religion; it is, for instance, an important factor in modem politics. The discussion
in depth which this point deserves is unfortunately outside the scope of Professor Ajayi's
book, which does, however, provide an account
of all the circumstances germane to it.

THE INTEGRATION OF THE FAITH into the national
life which Venn foresaw had to await the passing
of pastoral and missionary practice into native
hands - and this transfer Venn advocated too.
For a time it seemed he would succeed. Sam
Crowther was one of Venn's proteges, and
Crowther was made Bishop despite much
European missionary resistance. Under him the
missions with their schools moved closer to
the heart of the village. But Crowther's fate
after Venn's death, the vile campaign to discredit him which finally succeeded in depriv~"lg

him of all authority, vias symbolic of a new era.
The scramble for Africa was on; Britain declared protectorates over the free parts of the
country, and the new urge of Europeans not
only to trade with Africans but also to rule
over them affected the development of the
Church in Nigeria: its period of incipient selfgovernment was over.
Ajayi gives an illuminating glimpse of the
miserable part played by Goldie's Royal Niger
Company - referred to in the most complimentary terms in official accounts - in destroying
the independent African traders from whom
Crowther derived much of his support, and
\vith whose interests those of ·Goldie's company
were hardly compatible. They had done much to
develop the Niger trade, but Goldie describes
them as "a class of men, happily now extinct,
who were formerly the worst enelnies of civilisation in Africa. These were disreputable
coloureci men (in the' past they were generally
inferior clerks dismissed for peculation) who ...
lived, by surreptitious dealing in slaves ... stirring up the natives to discontent and bloodshed
. . . under a mask of ardent piety.' This new
contempt for the African was by no means confined to commercial interests and political
agents; a new generation of British missionaries
seems to have 'been completely oblivious of the
approach which Venn and others had brought
to their work. Thus one of them - an opponent
of Crowther - wrote, 'To describe the Sierra
Leone men so far as I have had to do with
them, I would say this spirit of Conceit,
Hypocrisy 'and Sensuality ... I have found this
spirit of hypocrisy in some of the highest dignitaries of the mission.' And the Parent Committee of the C.M.S. itself spoke of the
'ripened Christianity' which twelve centuries
had given Englishmen and which in West
Africa 'can scarcely be looked for' except in
European teachers.'

were often nourished by
the so-called anthropological research which
British officials were encouraged to conduct on
the advice of Lord Lugard - later Governor of
Nigeria - who started his career in Nigeria
in the employ of Goldie's Royal N iger Company. Mrs. Temple's N oles on the Tribes,
Provinces, Emirates and States of the Northern
Provinces of Nigeria compiled from official reports, contain an illuminating collection of
these pseudo-scientific efforts. Their value must
be evident from the following observations:
"The Kagoro are small in stature, the men
slim and well built, the women ungainly. As
a race they are debased by excessive drinking ..."
"In appearance the Kaje is slim and of fair
physique, he is well built, but his extreme
drunkenness has left a mark on his skull fonuation."
The compilation was first published in 1919,
with a second edition in 1922. The 1965 impression has been improved only by the addition
of a scant bibliography "for readers who would
wish to consult more detailed monographs on
the history and ethnology of Northern Nigeria."
It is difficult to gauge the purpose of this new
edition, except perhaps for the curiosity value
of the misinformation it contains. It does however provide an example of the sort of material
from which European attitudes towards Africa
were shaped. These attitudes unfortunately still
survive, but now there is hope that the academic
work of Africans like Professor Ajayi - who
is not only a great historian but a first-rate
writer will go far towards restoring the
African image.
•
ATTITUDES LIKE THESE
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After
400 years

of 1329,

Robin Hallett

Berekete Ab H. Selassie

Britain and Africa by Kenneth Kirkwood
(Chatto and \Vindus 25s.)
Nigeria under British Rule by Sir William
Geary (Frank Cass 45s.)

in Africa is in almost
its last year, there is a real need for a book that
attempts, as Professor Kirkwood's does, "an
overall assessment of the relations between
Britain and Africa". To make such an assessment is a pretty formidable task. British relations
with Africa can be traced back at least four
hundred years. In the course of those four centuries people of British stock have been involved
in some way or other with almost every part of
the continent. Some went as traders, some as administrators, some to explore, some to preach the
gospel, some to settle, some to fight. And behind them were the interested groups in the
metropolitan country, the politicians in Westminster, the civil servants in Whitehall, the
business men in London and Liverpool and
Manchester, the humanitarian and missionary
societies and their supporters, the patrons of
scholarship in the learned societies and the
Universities. What has been the impact of the
activity of this mass of individuals on Africa?
And what - for Professor Kirkwood's book is
one of a series designed to examine "Britain's
place in the world" - will be the new forms
taken by Britain's relationship with Africa in
the future?
One can think of few scholars better qualified
to answer these questions than Kenneth Kirkwood, at present Rhodes Professor of Race
Relations in the University of Oxford. U nfortunately his attempt is not reaUy successful.
One suspects that one of the difficulties that he
faced was that the book had to be written in
too much of a hurry. As it stands it is not easy
to read, for it has been clumsily constructed and
awkwardly written. (There are far too many
needlessly involved sentences like this: "it
would be disingenuous to pretend to any substantial warmth for the political aspects of the
United Nations on the part of Britain "). There
are also some startling omissions. Commercial
ties, for example, have played and continue to
play a very important part in Britain's relationship with Africa and yet Professor Kirkwood has
made no attempt to analyse or discuss them.
NOW THAT BRITISH RULE

which fails to make a
total impact on the reader. But it contains many
good things. Some are shrewd insights. "There
is no better solvent of prejudice than competent
medical treatment from an African doctor or
THIS THEN IS A BOOK

A Campaign

nurse". "There is nothing new" in the charges
of neo-colonialiisffi; "similar statements were
made by the political leaders in the self-governing Canadian, Australian and New Zealand
colonies in the nineteenth century." Africans
bring much of value to Britain ... not least a
zest and optimism and a deep sense of the vital
rhythm and force of human relationships." Ot..l-).ers
are practical proposals. Thus Professor Kirkwood
draws attention to the fact that "scarcely any
University scholarships for Africans from South
Africa have been available since 1945 from either
the U.K. Government or British foundations and
trusts." He points out that if more British
journalists knew Afrikaans and submitted articles in that language to South African newspapers, they would be m~king a substantial contribution to "a better Afrikaner appreciation of
the United Kingdom and Commonwealth ". And
he suggests that" Political relations with African
organizations in South Africa must be created
and kept in good repair by Britain if she is to
be true to her own traditions and strengthen
her position in South Africa".
SIR WILLIAM GEARyJS BOOK on Nigeria was first
published in 1927. Geary who died in 1944 was
an unusual man to find in West Africa in the
1890s. An English baronet and landowner, he
was forced by the agricultural depression to
earn his living, studied law, was unable to make
ends meet in England and so turned to West
Africa as the "line of least resistance". He
worked in West Africa from 1895 to 1899 and
again from 1909 to 1913. In the Gold Coast he
was Attorney 'General for two years, in Nigeria
a private lawyer. Thus he had the opportunity
of moving both in official British circles and
among West African professional men.
\Vhen his book was first published nearly
forty years ago it was described as "the m05t
con1prehensive and informing of any that have
appeared on West Africa ". One could not make
the same claim for it today. Indeed by modern
standards it is not really a very satisfactory
book. A great deal of the text is taken up by
quotations from official reports. These break
up the narrative flow and yet there are not
really enough of them to turn the book into a
satisfactory work of reference. Nowadays the
appetite of American universities provides a safe
market for almost anything that is published
about Africa. More and more publishers are
moving into the reprint field. In time probably
everything that has been written about West
Africa will have been reprinted. But for the
present publishers must pick and choose. One
can think of many other much rarer books on
Nigeria that one would prefer to have seen reprinted before ,Geary's Nigeria under British
Rule.
•

The Glorious Victories of Amde Seyon~ King
of Ethiopia by G. W. B. Huntingford (Oxford
University Press)
FOR ANYONE INTERES TED to know how it is
that the Christian Kingdoms of Ethiopia" survived" the encirclement of Islam, a new 3ddition has been made to existing literature on the
subject, in English in a new volume, which is
part of the Oxford Library of African Literature. This particular volume consists of a fourteenth century text translated from Geez (the
ancient Ethiopian language) by Professor G.
W. B. Huntingford, 'whose valuable service lies
not only in the translating and editing of the
text which, incidentally forms part of a long
line of royal chronicles in Geez. His introduction - almost half of the volume - is a good
example of historical summary and textual analysis, relating the events of the campaign of 1329
in the text to the general run of Ethiopian
history of that period.
The advent of Islam has deeply affected the
course of Ethiopian history. The Christian highlands were gradually encircled and cut off from
the rest of the world. Trade, which had flourished with the Mediterranean countries and with
the East, declined. The Ethiopian Christians
withdrew into their mountain strongh~lds
shifting the seat of government South and
West and maintaining somewhate tenuous links
with the coastal region - and, as Gibbon was
to write, forgetting the world by whom they
were forgotten " in centuries of marking time."
Some two centuries after the rise of Islam
a Moslem State had been established on the
eastern part of Shoa and it opened the beginning
of a series of endless wars in this area between
Christians and Moslems. The tributary sultanates in what is now Adal were continually rebelling against the king, sometimes making
serious inroads into the interior. In the reign
of Amde Seyon (1312-1342) occurred one of
the first major wars of which the text translated
and edited by Huntingford gives adequate record.
The campaign of this war (1329) is described
vividly and dramatically. The writer is presumed
to have been an ecclesiastic who officiated at
the king's court. The narrative is at once photographic and dramatic, combining - and at time:.:;
confounding - the historical with the literary,
and constantly preaching that the Glorious Victory was the work of God. The text is followed
by four "soldiers' songs" to the Glory of
Amde Seyon. The songs give a clue to the
extent of the King's dominion.
My chief complaint is in the form of a
wish that such scholarly work (aimed as it is
primarily at scholars) might have contained a
reproduction of the Geez text facing the annotated translation, which is indeed a thrilling
experience to read. But this is not perhaps
the fault of the scholar.
•
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The Protected
Pariah
Martin Legassick

Republic Under Pressure: a Study of South forces will erode apartheid, pp. 50-52) he underAfrican Foreign Policy by J. E. Spence (Chat- estimates th·e extent to which the opposition
ham House Essays, 9: O.V.P., London 10s. 6d.) parties do not wish alternatives. All white parties unite in favour of foreign investment and
the interest of white privilege would inde~d be
threatened by a curtailment of this investment
or by foreign intervention. Spence only recognises this to the extent th·at he disputes the
"Legum thesis" that sancitons would divide
moderate ,from extremist white supremacists
(pp. 64-5, etc.).
MORE DETAILED STUDY of the Nationalist
regime's policy towards the West would have to
take into account the subtleties of chan C1 ed
approaches: the transfer of the Infonnati'on
Services from the Department of the Interior to
External Affairs when Eric Louw became l\1inister in 1955, the replacement of the gnome-like
a~d irascible Louw by the bland ex-sportsman
Hl1gard Muller, the varying importance of the
United States, France and Germany as props
~econdary to Britain. But what Spence has given
IS. valuable, and. the remaining chapters dealing
WIth South Afncan relations with international
organisations and the rest of Africa, in their
present relevance, equally so.
Spence is at his best in his intelligent and
sober speculation on the consequences of UDI
the South. West Africa judgement, independenc~
of the HIgh Commission territories, the prospects for Western support of sanctions. He begins by pointing out how South Africa's isolation .is mos~ dramatically shown by her changed
relatIons WIth the rest of the African continent.
In the narrow colonialist context of the interwar years, South Africa was the dominant
A~ric~n power, her views on racial policy heard
WIth mterest and respect by the colonisers. Under
St~dom, with African independence near, South
Afn~a made some futile steps towards peaceful
coeXIstence. Now the intransigence of most of
the continent faces the subtlety of Verwoerd
whose African diplomacy is directed solely a~
the buffer areas that separate white supremacy
from freedom, with occasional unserious attempts
at cooperation further north (pp. 72-82).
Pe:haps ~penc.e here does not distinguish
suffiCIently In kmd between states such as
Malawi and Tshombe's Katanga and Congow~o for various political and economic reasons
mIg~t be expected to be less averse to South
Afnca - and the rest of Africa. In this review
one cannot do more than mention the remainder
of these chapters: the alternatives that Spence
pre~ents on th~ major issues affecting Southern
Afnca (RhodeSia, South West Africa, sanctions)
are well worth reading.
A

clearly \vritten and
jargon-free pages, Jack Spence, a South African
now teaching at University College, Swansea,
presents an admirable survey of the foreign policy of a pariah state. Pointing out that South
Africa's foreign policy is conditioned both by
her status as a " small power", and to a unique
extent defined and limited by domestic preoccupations, he outlines in the first three chapters the domestic political context and the
influential economic factors.
Out of this develops his accurate proposition
- obvious, perhaps, but well-argued in this
book - that the overwhelming concern of the
Nationalist Government is to \vin "if not the
active support, at least the benevolent neutrality" (p. 20) of the Western po\vers, and to
convey - through the glib propaganda of the
Information Services and the South African
Foundation - an image of economic and political stability and prosperity, with even the nonwhites collecting a few droppings off the rich
cake.
So far, he argues, they have done this very
successfully. At first, despite Mrikaner extremists, they sheltered under the protective arm of
the Commonwealth. And though the "wind of
change" speech and withdrawal from the
Commonwealth have allowed Britain and the
United States to express verbal criticism of
So~th Afri~a more openly (particularly at the
UnIted NatIons, pp. 105-6), foreign investment
has continued, and most of the economic advan~ag,:s of Commonwealth membership - primarIly, perhaps, membership of the sterling area
(p. 55) - have been retained. Indeed white
'sup~t~ao/ ,ha~ been ~trengthened by the
NatIonahsts skilful explOItation of the confused
threats of external interference and "internal
subversion" to bring English-speaking whites
into the fold (pp. 23-7).
Spen~e stresses the lack of foreign policy
alternatives presented by the United and Progressive parties. But in attributing this entirely
to ~e danger of the label of "traitor" (with a
passmg devastating criticism of the AngloAmerican/progressive ·theory that economic

IN JUST OVER A HUNDRED

THE CONCLUSIONS HE REACHES

that Western action is in the medium-term unlikely. His reasoning is, I believe, correct, but
perhaps does not penetrate deeply enough. The
first battle for Southern Africa was, in fact,
fought - and to date lost by Africa - in the
Congo. The second battle in Angola has temporarily petered out. The third battle, in Rhodesia, is still pending as this is written (December) but does not presage any quick victory for
African nationalism. Each time the lesson for
Africa becomes more clear. Each time that the
conflict polarises, Western policy becomes antirevolutionary. Whether it is phrased in terms
of intervention, non-intervention, compromise,
or gradual change, it has the classic liberal
futility of too little and too late, and can only be
seen objectively as support for white supremacy.
(The conventions of 1852 and 1854 with the
Boers forbidding the sale of firearms to Africans
and the annexation of the Transvaal after its
defeat by the BaPedi in 1877, both rationalised
in completely different terms, spring to mind as
analogies.)
The answer for the African liberation movement is twofold. Firstly, " African nationalism"
is. no longer. a sufficient ideology - only ideology
WIth a SOCIal content, analysing the structure
and limitatians of Western capitalism and imperialism more thoroughly than to date has the
understanding to fight the Southern' African
struggle. And in the confrontation, power must
be added to ideology to confront power. Persuasion is useless. Revolutionary organisation
and action, coupled with uncompromi'sing demands, refusing to pander to Western sensibilities, are the preliminary. N egotiation can only
follow the clear demonstration of strength.

S PENCE, IN A BOOK otherwise excellent and worth
buying, does not think African nationalists recognise this. "Implicit in their argument" he
writes, "is the claim that if the West refuses
to assist the liberation campaign forces hostile to
Western interest may well come to dominate the
struggle and, if successful, follow domestic and
foreign policies hannful to those interests".
(p. 44). It is gratifying to find a recent ANC
editorial statement which tends rather to support
my own analysis: "African revolutionary forces
must C?mbine. their strategy to link world pressure WIth active resolute action in the unliberate~ areas bringing in the support of independent
Afrzca . .. ~e demand for sanctions against
~o.uth Afflc~ ... would expose Western imperlah~t hypocnsy and collective collusion with the
whIte oppressors and create an objective basis
for the development of armed struggle within the
whole of Southern Mrica to smash the structure
of fascism." (Italics mine: Spotlight on South
•
are depressing: Africa, 26/11/65.)

T
focus less on the assoclatlons "colour" or
" race ", and more on their functional relevance.

Breaking the:
Jl
"Cake of Custom
Mlahleni Njisane

WHILE 0 E GENERALLY takes these early ~Trit
ings with a pinch of academic scepticism, I
wonder hat happened to the free West African
women they report, "the freest women in the
world ", and to what extent this is (or may be)
related to the modern woman's role in "breaking much the same kind of fresh ground as ...
the progressive young men". The economic independence of these women has become quite
proverbial, and it brings to mind the historical
role played by the Negro woman in America
in preserving the family under the greatest of
strains and stress. The African woman has been
very importantly involved in the political struggle for independence, and it seems her role has
not received its due deserts.
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In describing what Gans (The Urban Village1-s) aptly calls "the more disreputable of the
illegal-but-demanded services ", the author, perhaps quite rightly and understandably, refers to
them as prostitution, a blanket t·erm that colapses a number of finer variations. These are
communities whose morality is fluidity itself,
and it seems desirable to view them from a
much broader perspective of the whole range of
sexual behaviour, and of the morass of illdefined acts which hinge around the cultural
norm of reciprocity. To treat them thus would
necessitate a re-examination and more minute
analysis which is very relevant to the postulate
with which the author starts, namely, "that
urbanisation is at the heart of social change,
giving rise to a new and larger variety of institutions ". Some have been legitimised, but others
are in the process of 'becoming so.
•

West African Urbanization by K. Little (Cambridge University Press, paperback 15s.)
THIS BOOK IS AN IMPORTA T contribution, both
for its analysis of voluntary associations as well
as for its very useful comprehensive bibliography
on various aspects of West African urbanization.
The role of voluntary associations as socialising agents and agents of social change has long
occupied the attention of students of urbanization, and Professor Little covers a very vast
area containing the continent's largest population. Most of the studies have hitherto consisted of more or less discrete ethnographic
accounts of what look like closed systems of
culture. Not enough has been made to tie them
together by means of theory construction. Examination of the variables of such 'a construction
would help us resolve the problem of conflicting
and opposing interpretations. It is clear from
reading the various 'accounts that several variables can be teased out of the present body of
data of these studies.
Professor Little makes such a contribution by
developing typological categories of associations
drawn from empirical studies from all over West
and Central Africa. In this approach he breaks
through the closed-system approach. The once
village-bound, custom-bound African has broken
the "cake of custom", and become highly mobile. Houghton, in his South African studies of
a rural district in the Cape Province, declares:
"The Africans in the district seem to have
travelled more frequently and more widely than
the average European."
It may appear trivial to remark that the heading of the opening chapter is both unfortunate
and inappropriate. "The Lure of the Town"
does not seem related directly to the facts that
form the discussion in the chapter, and has the
ring of frivolous banality about it. But more
serious is the recalcitrant reference to "tribal
associations" (p. 26) where from the text it is
clear that the author refers to region, town or
clan. "Having home towns in Nigeria" suggests
a common region of origin, and certainly not a
tribe. In referring to the membership criteria of
one organisation the author says, "All Cape
Coast people resident in the town". Similarly
in the Accra Zongo of ima, the Fulani from
various countries of West Africa identified themselves on the basis of region of origin.
Whatever the original value of the concept
" tribal" it has clearly become an emotive and
provocative concept which rather tends to obscure than explain anything. The proliferation
of these associations is a measure of the growing
needs of the urban immigrant. It seems they
tend to follow an ecological pattern indicative
of the variable needs of the host ethnos, the
cosmopolitan metropolis, and the immigrant
minorities. Empirical studies would do well to

On Power
John Clare

Home and Exile by Lewis Nkosi (Longmans
18s.)
LEWIS NKOSI WAS A MEMBER of that remarkable
kindergarten of young African journalists who
gravitated to Drum in Johannesburg during
the '50s and, finding for the first time in South
Africa an outlet for their literary talents, formed
a crusading elite whose style, as much of living
as of writing, quickly became almost mythologised. But the flowering, for political reasons,
was brief: Drum now is an inconsequential
shado'N of what it was and the elite are mostly
in exile.
Mr.
kosi writes of the period with some diffidence - mindful, one suspects, of his criticism
elsewhere of Bloke Modisane, another of the
group, for" exploiting" his infonnation of the
underground life of Johannesburg's townships.
It seems an unfortunate way of putting it. For
it is the method not the fact of exploitation that
is to blame if the story is a stereotype - even
granted the diligence of many of Drum's exeditors and employees. But one feels after reading Mr.
kosi's account of it that it is not
so much that there was nothing more to be
said but that perhaps the shebeen talk for all
its passion was aimless; that the drinking if
picturesque was debilitating, and Johannesburg
with its vitality claustrophic.
one of this has a great deal to do with the
book which is principally interesting for the
essay Black Power or Souls of Black Writers.
Mr. Nkosi's twin concerns are for the African
writer's relationship with his society and his
past. He deals elsewhere with fiction by Black

South Africans but the South's current failure
to produce any writing of great merit illustrates
the nature of the first relationship. The theme
of racial conflict in a society whose answer to
it is unsatisfactory, to say the least, is at once
too easy and too intractable. Seducing writers
of little talent, it paralyses those with greater
who find their sensibility shocked by the day to
day problems of living in such a situation, let
alone creating a work of art out of it.
The relationship of the writer to his past involves his reaction to the impact of colonialism.
To his criticism of those who tend to write
unhelpfully about the uniqueness of the African
Personality, Mr. Nkosi adds a warning against
too great and too uncritical a regard for European artistic technique. But the problem finally,
he argues, is to be seen in terms of power. For
psychological emancipation in those parts of
Africa which have regained their independence
depends, as much as in those which have not, on
some sort of economic parity between the haves
and have nots. Thus: "The only remedy is a
conscious acquisition of power by the non-white
world and the readiness to wield this power as
ruthlessly as the white world has done in the
past."
The thesis if not new is well put - whether it
justifies the occasional journalism which makes
up most of the rest of the book is another
question. Mr.
kosi at his best is an acute
observer who writes lucidly and with a marvellous lightness of touch. His report, originally for
T he Guardian, of the 1962 conference of African
writers of English, is a delightful piece of
wry, compact reporting. Two other essays are
about
ew York. One is a highly charged
celebration of a Harlem jazz singer but in the
other, though much of the writing is fine, the
reactions, beginning with the cab driver, seem
curiously inevitable. The city is variously described as cold, hard, tough, brutal, chaotic and
lonely - but couldn't one have guessed?
Mr. Nkosi refers somewhere to European
critics who have 'found it profitable to preside
over the rebirth of African literature.' In the
circumstances may one say that the book is
healthy,. but, being partly journalism not fully
transmuted to literature, premature?
•
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The "little
magazines"
soldieron

JOHN POVEY

As South Africa's
intellectual barriers
rise higher

which
one would expect to render creative writing
all but impossible in the country, the South
African literary magazines continue to
struggle. Recent numbers suggest how lively
writing in South Africa still is amongst
those who continue to stand for some
aesthetic moral principle in that tom
country_ The Purple Ren'Oster, edited by
Lionel Abrahams, though long quiescent is
apparently not dead, and promises another
number. Guy Butler has found the time
auspicious enough to found a new poetry
magazine, New Coin; an activity bold
enough in any country. Its broadsheet form
- at first an economy, now a badge - is
seen on many bookstalls and prospers considerably. The two major South African
literary magazines are still Classic (16s. 6d.
per annum, P.O. Box 10428, Johannesburg)
and Contrast (£1 14s. per annum, P.O. Box
3841, Cape Town): two recent numbers
that have just arrived show contents lively
and rewarding as one could find in little
magazines anywhere. If they were better
known, I am sure they would sell well outside South Africa on their literary merits:
Classic's new number (Vol. 1, No. 4,
1965) comes to us after a break occasioned
by the tragic loss of its editor Nat Nakasa.
The new edition reaffirms in its editorial the
principles for which this magazine stands.
" These are tired days, wounded days,
but the initial values which presume, for
all men, the freedom to love, live, search
and aspire must not be neglected and it is
of these, to the best of its ability, that
Classic will attempt to speak."
The major work of this edition is, of course,
the short story of Nadine Gordimer, " One
whole year and even more." It describes
how, in an English family, an au pair girl
wim a magnificent but unconscious physical
attractiveness gradually pervades the life of
the husband until, almost unconsciously,
certainly unadmittedly, he succumbs to her
redolent sexuality. Atmosphere and insight
are both superbly handled.
IN SPITE OF ALL THE DIFFICULTIES

J 0 H N P 0 V E Y, a lecturer in English
in the University of California, Los
Angeles, 'Visited various parts of Africa
in August, including South Africa, where
he had been on ,the staff of the Universityof the Witwatersrand.

Besides this, there are the more inevitable
South African themes. There is the fragment from a work in progress by Dugmore
Boetie with its tender record of the little
African boy, part delinquent, part hero;
both victor and victim of the social situation
he faces. So different, but to the same
point, is the clever variant Wolf Miller plays
upon the nursery rhyme form, " A tale for
our time":
And mouse and cat and dog and man
Living their lives in terror
None of them knew how it all began
So they closed their eyes and grew pale
and wanA comment on all who live, dismayed, in
the Republic. Other items include some
reproductions of South African painting and
an adaptation of Lewis Nkosi's interviews
\-vith African writers which he organised for
the National Educational Television film
series. I wonder how intentional it was that
the last lines of this edition are David
Rubardiri's appeal" Teach our children to
read which they have never learned for these
last fifty years." They seem to say everything.

Classic is the Johannesburg magazine,
and from Contrast we usually get a view of
writing in Cape Town. This is probably
a matter of geographic convenience, the
mere proximity of literary friends, as any
real belief that there are separate schools of
writing in these two major cities of South

Africa. The latest Contrast (Vol. 3, No. 4,
July 1965), by chance, concerns itself with
Johannesburg in a special edition dedicated
to " the metropolitan centre of the country,
of all South Africa."
Contrast is undoubtedly the more professional of the two magazines, though I
suspect that from its pages one might be less
likely to be surprised by something really
distinguished and unusual. Classic may ,
have pieces of doubtful competence, but it
seems to stand on the point of a revelation.
In a sense it is more alive. In spite of the
deliberate selection of Afrikaans items,
Contrast is less obviously South African in
its tone and setting. Ruth Miller's dialogue
with her "Fingers" has that type of
sophistication that is international. Similarly, Desmond Greig's "Landscape with
rhino" has a vividness that derives not
from the landscape itself but from the poetic
evocation his description achieves. Joy
Sachs's sensitive story" The soft fire rain"
doesn't really have to be set in Johannesburg. Besides Nadine Gordimer's tenderly
anxious tale " Not for publication," the title
story of her latest collection, a major section
in this number is devoted to a debate on the
decision of the South African government
to rescind the protection of the copyright
laws from those playwrights who deliberately withhold their plays from South African
production as a moral and political protest
against apartheid policies; the "Play
Piracy" Clause of the Copyright Act of
1965. William Gibson, the author of the
Broadway success The Miracle Worker, had
written:
" All, all men are created equal . . . it
is a cry from the depths of human life
. . . we refuse our plays to the apartheidists because that cry is in our ears
and we have promises to keep."
Nadine Gordimer and Mary Renault,
amongst others, accept the morality of such
a boycott. They ask, in fact, if provocative
drama is no longer available, what can ever
be done to break through the intellectual
\vall that South Africa is so defiantly erecting. Perhaps magazines such as these
suggest that there are still hearts and consciences that exist in the university of art.
In literature there is always hope.
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the first anniversary of
the death of John Harris, executed in Pretoria
Gaol for sabotage, one of the scores of South
African patriots who have given their lives for
the freedom of their people from the oppression of a privileged minority. Harris differed
from the others in being the first to give his
life in the loneliness of alienation from this
minority, of which he was born an unwilling
member. After his body had been cremated, a
short service wa s held by his friends, Africans
and whites, and among the readings was a poem
by Patrick Pearse, who was himself executed
for leading the Easter Rising in Ireland in
1916. Called" The Fool," it asks:
"I have squandered the splendid years that
the Lord God gave me my youth
In attempting impossible things, deeming
them alone worth the toil
Was it folly or grace? Not men shall judge
me, but God."
~1en have indeed judged Patrick Pearse and
the realisation of his dream will be commemorated this April, fifty years after the abortive
Easter Rising he led. Like Harris, he asked:
"What if the dream come true? and if
millions unborn shall dwell
In the house I shaped in my heart, the noble
house of my thought."
For South Africa it is still a dream; but in
Ireland the dream has begun to come true.
After fifty years, the people are emerging from
the effects of those centuries of oppression which
Pearse and his comrades sought to end. Still
poor, with 70,000 Irish men and women emigrating every year for want of work at home,
there seems to be a new spirit of progress and
development, despite the terrible effects of the
landless, serflike conditions of the peasantry
in the centuries of British rule. May South
Africa recover even more speedily· from the
centuries of domination and may it take South
Africa only as short a time as it did Pearse's
Ireland to complete the work started in South
Africa by the Vuvisile Minis, the Mtutu
Aplenis, John Harris, and those hanged for
their part in the 1960-1 Pondoland rising. The
British forces left Ireland in 1922 six
years after Patrick Pearse's Easter Rising in
1916.
THIS APRIL WILL SEE

•
THE COMPARISON BETWEEN the Irish and South
African revolutions must not be pressed too
far. The disastrous months of civil war which
followed the withdrawal of the British must
not be repeated in southern Africa. Above all,
a great difference lies in the nature of the
enemy. In Bloody Sunday, (Four Square, 3s

Monthly notes on books and the press

6d) J ames Gleeson wrote: "The fight by the
Irish taught many other peoples how to prosecute a successful guerrilla war against British
forces. It became a 'copy-book' war for
countries like Israel and Cyprus, who learned
from it how to use inferior forces to make rule
impossible by much superior forces." Why has
South Africa learned no apparent lessons from
it? As Gleeson writes of Michael Collins, leader
of the victorious Irish Republic Army 1920-1,
"he knew the gun to be but a propaganda
weapon, its power of destruction a headline,
its detonation a slogan. I-Ie had no intention of
challenging the might of an Empire. He was
determined to challenge its weakness."
Collins wrote after the truce: "We applied
the pressure in the proper places . . . World
opinion regarding us was being forced on
Britain . . . World opinion has forced them to
these conferences. They want to clear their
name with the World." When the fight comes
white South Africa will scarcely worry about
its reputation with the World. Indeed there will
be no Asquiths at liberty in the country to
talk about their own Government's "inhuman
conduct."

•

in the
successful campaign that led to the truce of
1922 were solely to goad the British to commit
atrocities for which the people at home had no
stomach and which the outside world deplored.
The killing of 14 key British intelligence officers
by Collins' men on the early morning of Sunday
21 November 1920 was essential if the I.R.A.
were to survive at a moment when the British
intelligence system was close to tracking do\\-'n
the resistance leaders in their Dublin hide-outs.
Years later George Bernard Shaw expressed to
Dan Breen (My Fight for Irish Freedom, Anvil
Books, 3s 6d) his" surprise that the Volunteers
allowed the (police) to function for such a
long time. They should have been eliminated
with greater ruthlessness. If this had been done
the British Government could not have carried
on for one day without their 'eyes and ears'."
Collins saw this: the "eyes and ears" were
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shot down on Bloody Sunday, some of them
in their beds. Later the same day, the British
'Black and Tans' fired in revenge on Irish
crowds at a football match, at Croke Park,
Dublin, killing 14 men, women and children and
injuring 62. In England Bloody Sunday was so
named because of the killing of the intelligence
men: in Ireland, because of the Croke Park
massacre. But it is in Ireland where Bloody
Sunday is most recalled today.

•

revolutionary path
from Ireland's is due not only to the less sensitive nature of the enemy and their being based
outside the oppressed country. After six years
of slaughter and fifteen years of Cold War,
after Gandhi's bloodless freeing of India (from
a power that had lost the will to rule), the
mood of many of South Africa's resistance
leaders was near-pacifist up until the late 1950s.
Satyagraha was found unsuited to the mentality
of the Afrikaner nationalist oppressor, and it has
taken time for South African political leaders
to plan a new technique.
SOUTH AFRICA'S DIVERGENT

•

NOT THAT MICHAEL COLLINS'S TACTICS

can all learn
from Ireland's story, but perhaps South Africa
can learn most. Dublin's bookshops (such as
Hanna's of Dame Street) are well stocked with
the source material. In addition to those paperbacks already mentioned, there are Max Caulfield's The Easter Rebellion (Four Square, 6s.),
Richard Bennett's T he Black and Tans (Four
Square, 3s. 6d.) and the poet J ames Stephens'
The Insurrection in Dublin, written in 1916
(reprinted by Sceptre Books, 6s.). Rex Taylor's
Michael Col/ins (Four Square, 3s. 6d.) tells the
story of "the big fellow" whose commanding
presence, clear views and organising ability
irresistibly call to mind N elson ~landela. The
bitterness of the Civil War accounts for the
shortness of the list: participants were un·.villing to reopen old wounds when the Republic
of Ireland's unity was at stake.
•
AFRICA'S UNLIBERATED TERRITORIES

"Come along now! Next please ...
there's no apartheid in our till"
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TheTemple

'Sickness is not only 'In body, but in that part
used to be call: soul.'
MALCOLM LOWRY

THE DRONING BEGINS before dawn, rising and
falling, reminiscent of Gregorian chant, but
more dynamic, driven through stone by the
insistent gongs and cymbals at the temple. And
out of the east from the ships come - their
magnitude increasing with miraculous rapidity
over the stilldark water - come the screeching
drones instantly gone above her twisted head
and the heavy trees. They are gone on - like
sadistic thoughts working their vengeance in the
unconscious - on a " seek and destroy" mission.
But the girl who was called The Sweetness Of
Honey Flowers (she also had a Christian name
which was not as pretty) lies face-down in the
muddy water awaiting the lightness and immaculate openness she will experience as the first
stage of her journey.
These soldiers have relieved her of her
burden; the forty pounds of dynamite bound
about her lithe, eighty-eight pound body beneath
garments that seemed made of butterflies. As
one soldier ejects the smoking cartridge with a
flip motion of his wrist, another makes an
obscene suggestion concerning its ultimate disposal, but a non-corn with an ugly snarl jerks
his head, and they follow him back toward the
airfield, oblivious to the never ceasing droning
of the temple, rising and falling like a river
always moving like life moving on to the Sea of
Death.

listened to the report Lt. O'Tool
fought the continually recurring conviction that
the Rebels were fighting for something worthwhile and that the Government Forces and his
own Nation which controlled them, were not.
This conviction had been taunting him from the
faces of the dead for weeks, so that he could no
longer drive it away by refusing to think, or by
double thinking, though he still tried: "driven
to death like cattle by ruthless enemies of freedom . . . ignorant dupes of an international
cancer . . . Shit!" Their faces hovered around
him, laughing, singing. "That God awful, never
ending droning," he thought. "Duty, Honour,
Country . . . now reduced to the first. Duty. If
only it could be blind. Doesn't he See, Hear,
Smell, Think? . . . none of us are being paid
for that . . . perhaps he doesn't then." But the
sergeant's face was drawn, the words tightlipped as Lt. O'Tool listened.
"Reporting for work in the laundry
suspicious bulge . . . enough to blow us all to
hell . . . summary execution by Government
Forces, Sir ... well it's a rough area, Sir."
"Why do you think they do it, Hendricks?"

AS HE GRIMLY

"-"
" ?"

_---------l1li
A short story
terrorism I guess, and knock out some
of the aircraft, Sir."
"But \vhy should an eighteen-year-old
girl ... ?"
"I don't know, sir, they're just animals, we
wouldn't let a girl do that back home."
Now the sun was coming with the droning
through the window. Outside, the sun bea ting
on the barren area, reminded Lt. O'Tool of the
camps back home, treelesss too where he'd
wished for trees, almost to embrace one sometimes to be rooted or to go back where he caIDe
from the pines and lakes sharp and cold . . . of
course there had been trees here but they'd been
burned black on account of the attacks on the
base so now only the charred stumps remained
twisting with obscene mirth like he'd seen one
of those priests or whatever they were only now
the Air Force was doing the job much better,
certainly more efficient, though perhaps some
loss of individual significance giving way to
mass-destruction but necessary keep up with the
times....
" Sir? .."
" There some kind of an S.O.P. on what they
do with the body?"
"I don't know,' Sir. Sh . . . it's just layin'
there kind of exposed."
" She have a family?"
" I suppose. I guess they'll have it in the files,
Sir."
" Well look it up and see if you can get their
liaison officer over here."
Family of animals. Dead family trees strewn
limbless, still burning once ·when he was sent
out with a Government platoon to "clean-up"
and this was all he would ever find, he knew it
then too, this enemy of shattered family, infants
suckling dead mothers and curiously he wondered
if they still gave milk. And the screaming and
wailing like the droning never stopping in his
ringing ears from the old broken down little red
school-house with a couple dozen kids trapped
in the 'burning debris so that somebody gave him
a medal for his burnt hands that had saved one
(for what?) but not the others.
And all of this was created and paid for by
the ·Government of His Own Nation. He himself; shaped at The Academy to the tune of over
a quarter of a million thalers, fashioned to the
tune of Duty, Honour, Country, though now
even duty was becoming transparent and he
somehow felt he'd failed those expensive lessons.
. . . The little red school-house (they'd better
change that adjective, he thought), designed and
paid for by his Government 'Cof the people for
the people). . . . The planes that destroyed the
school-house, designed and built and given by
his Government to the Government it controlled.
. . . The pilots trained by men trained like himself by his Government. . . .
"Why how huge and all-encompassing," he
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thought, " like GOD intangible though one tried
to remain faithful and in ignorance, but failed
and fell imperceptibly, endlessly, droning . . .
functioning in emptiness like a useless ratchet."
Lt. O'Tool looked slowly around the fiberboard room and half-muttered with disbelief,
"Good Lord, how come none of us found me
out before this! "
" Sir?" Hendricks had returned.
" Have you found them as I wished?"
" Yes, Sir. Family lives in Village 2, 'G'
Area, about a couple miles, and the liaison
officer says soon as they got a free detail they
says her
got a pit behind the fuel dump
name \vas Honey Flower or some
"
But Lt. O'Tool was past him and out in the
sunlight with an almost loping wavering stride.
He recovered himself before entering the low,
stifling Headquarters Building of the ·Government Detachment.
The interpreter was saying: "There is not
the necessity for feasibility according to her
traitorship and lack of heat by which our men
are often greeted in the villages, nor any to
spare of time ... the pit is appropriate to such.
. . . No, of course there would not be resistance
by our command of course . . . understanding a
gesture of decency towards the family ... simply
to point out, appreciative of the decency, but
that channels will inform them without sentiment gestures . . . though under our strictest
control an area not empty of dangers . . .
although the Lieutenant is here to advise us we
would not advise the Lieutenant...."
The Government officer smiling behind dark
glasses, although his lips were set in a ~alm
attitude of indulgent consideration, and tapping
a dragon-headed swagger-stick against his boot
in time to the droning, really did not need an
interpreter, but it was his prerogative. However,
now as Lt. O'Tool \-vas gathering himself to
leave in gangling bemusement, he said,
"Honestly, there is nothing to be done. Our'
people have always been at war. You cannot
touch their suffering. Perhaps you would honour
me at the club for a drink this evening?"
" I would be much honoured. I will be back
in time."
" As you wish," said the Government officer.
Lt. O'Tool walked across the throbbing sunlight. There \vas no question of what he would
do. All his questions concerned " why" he was
doing it; for the officer was obviously right. Yet
he was dra\vn, more precisely "propelled" by
the suffering. It was everywhere like the force
of life itself; mysterious, fascinating, awful,
droning . . . somehow compelling his participation....
Again he thought, stunned by his thoughts,
"How did I ever get this far without being
spotted." For it seemed to him that the screams
and obscene laughter and irreverent sprawlings
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and gore and above al~ the mad desire to let go the hill upon which the temple droned.
and dance wildly in the midst of it streamed Occasional orchids and lilies burst out laughing
luminously from his body, visible to anyone.
along their route . . . and monkeys or something
"Yes, it is fortunate for me that they are all
chattering hard to see.
blind. Perhaps this would never have happened
" Gives me the creeps," said LeRoy.
in the kind of war we were taught; the just war
" Ain't nothing to worry about. Government
and orderly lines plotted on maps, only . . ."
Forces control this area," said Hendricks.
and he thought this for the first time for himself
" Man, those cats don't control nothing. Not
though he'd heard it before, "only there never even their assholes. Can't say I blame them,
was that kind of a war."
with an officer behind ready to blast and their
It was all like this, much greater, much
cousins laying it down from the front, and their
funnier, much more horribly unimaginable like number tattooed on their arms. . . ."
the time they'd gone in behind a "seek and
"That's so they can't run away," ,aid Hendestroy" mission of planes from the carriers that
dricks.
had hit these buildings in a small clearing. Sixty
" Yeah . . . don't have to do that with us.
or seventy inhuman beings with running sores,
We got nowhere to run . . . but I'm makin' as
noseless, earless, limbless, festering and now many friends as I can."
shrieking in a burning dance -with blobs of
" This here's the only friend going to help you
napalm on what remained of them. It had taken around these gooks here," Hendricks blustered
all his will not to rush forward, to dance? to
patting his carbine.
stamp out the flames? he couldn't remember
" Oh shit," muttered LeRoy. He nodded to a
which. And somebody, Hendricks? LeRoy?
peasant carrying a sack and some kind .of a hoe.
beside him retching said, " God, what a fuck up.'.'
The farmer smiled. LeRoy smiled back. He
And that had set him to laughing uncontrollably thought he remembered him from the spade bars
to see them leaping twisting cavorting. . . . Yes, down by -the port, only he wasn't a peasant
it was all like this: like firing a leper colony
then. He was a dock-worker. LeRoy smiled so
with burning jelly ... so much more fascinating
hard his whole face lit up.
than in dull histories and manuals.
" You know that man?" asked Lieutenant
And if he could not touch their suffering, if O'Tool.
he could not understand (what was there - tO~ .
"No, Sir. Just makin' good international
understand?), still he could partake in a small
relations, Sir ... they told us that coming over
way of this which he'd helped to bring. "This on the ship, 'You are a representative of the
is life here and it won't elude me."
most powerful nation in the world ... you are
" Hendricks, have LeRoy pick up a sheet and
to conduct yourself amongst the natives with a
stretcher from the Medics and bring them down cheerful and respectful manner . . .'."
in my jeep to the rice paddies."
" Never mind the irony, LeRoy."
" Sir?"
"First time I ever been a representative of
" You know where, don't you?"
anything, Sir."
" Yes, Sir."
The drone and hum of temple, engine, and
" Meet me there. We're going to take her to transmission in low gear as they lurched, somethe village."
times sliding a little like a tractor opening the
A couple farmers working seemingly oblivious wet, spring earth or the hearse that rainy day
to what lay but fifty yards away. There was too bearing the Lieutenant's mother up the slippery
much death to note particular instances any cemetery road . . . dead from bearing his new
more.
baby sister whom his father never forgave, but
"The Enemy
The Sweetness of Honey he did because he was so big and grown-up at
Flowers . . . Nancy With The Laughing Face seven.
... Blow Us All Sky High For Freedom. . . ."
The jungle closed in with its lilies or white
They placed her body on the stretcher, tucked orchids, and somehow a cluster of them leapt
the sheet around it and fastened it crossways on and entwined themselves between his long bony
the back of the jeep.
fingers, pulled themselves loose ,from the grasp
LeRoy drove very slowly because the road of their mother and looked up tremulously into
was pocked and scarred. Lt. O'Tool sat in the his bewildered eyes. And when he laid them on
back and was sometimes forced to steady her on the sheet, sweat exploded over his body, and the
the bier when they lurched into an unavoidable huge stone of panic plunged down the endless
pothole. The Government guard at the gate darkness of his belly.
waved them through and they soon reached the
" Madness! Folly! what language? what
beginning of the damaged but still living trees. words? 'What can one say to Her '," he reShe hardly seemed dead moving under the sheet membered from? . . . Stevens in The Oxford
as if in provocative sleep.
Book. . . ." "No 'man can be her lover. . . ."
It became darker. The trees leaned more It helped him as he in some impossible manner
heavily ab-out them as they skirted the base of arrested the falling stone and held it, although

it was the thought of the girl's mother which
had precipitated his panic. The Mother Of The
Sweetness Of....
They were ascending very slowly. He was
sure he would have turned back if this feeling
had hit him ten or fifteen minutes before, but
now they were in another world; somewhat
sparser with glimpses of the sea glittering
beautifully but for the dark blotches on her
breast. It seemed that the throbbing temple, not
the engine, was pulling them obliquely upward,
and that to turn back now was as insane as it
once was to begin. Yes, to continue through
one's own fear was ultimately sane. And the
Other?
Even LeRoy relaxed a little behind the wheel,
sinking back out of his hunch.
" See," said Hendricks, " there they are." On
a rise above the road -Government Troops emplaced behind a machine-gun. Sun glinting,
striking a sudden disappointment into the
Lieutenant's heart. But the temple rose gracefully massive above the village they were now
approaching.
.
When he found the house, if .there was a
house, would he precede LeRoy and Hendricks
to the porch? if there was a porch, to the door?
if there was a door, or would he first go to the
entrance alone? or to the mother? if there was
a mother, to the person? and announce, no, not
"Are you the widow Murphy?" ask, in what
language? ask? say? "It is my unfortunate
duty?" . . . or . . . "0 my ,God, I am heartily
sorry .... "
The temple seemed louder, but it was only
closer, for it was imperturbable. No men, only
a knot of women stopped them in the road at

,

th~~yilI3ge.

." You have brought her." The Woman had
stepped out of the knot -which unraveled of itself
and fell like a white, discarded shoe-lace along
the road. The jeep followed her even step. She
had spoken -in the language of the country's
previous possessor - a language which Lt.
o 'Tool had gratuitously elected at The
Academy and learned as thoroughly as he did
everything, though he had seldom used it except
for a few times, pompously, during too many
cocktails. The lace now followed behind, serpentine.
It was a tiny house, but with a porch and an
open door. The women formed an aisle along
the short ,walk. First Lt. O'Tool, and then
Hendricks and LeRoy, bearing the stretcher just
behind, walked with their eyes fixed upward on
The Woman, as if to avoid the burning coals
upon the narrow aisle.
According to the Lieutenant's signs LeRoy
and Hendricks lowered the stretcher, still bearing the white flowers, to the floor of the small
room, and turned back through the horseshoe of
hurning eyes that opened for them, and regained
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their jeep with relief, leaving Lt. O'TooI behind.
The woman turned back the sheet, though
she knew there could be no mistake, and then
considerately replaced it again. She straightened
before the Lieutenant.
He didn't want to say it, because it was only
superficially and irrelevantly true. But the
burden was intolerable. He could no more
resist attempting to shift the weight than a man
carrying a heavy sack that is slipping will avoid
stopping against a wall or fence to hitch it back
into position on his shoulder ... even Christ on
the Way
Though he knew she already knew
everything
how naive to think she would
not, only a few miles away ... the farmer with
the sack ...
" It was not our men, Madame ... I . .. " he
faltered.
"No. You are a kind man. I know that ...
you did the one thing you could, like a Christian, you could do no more."
" I ... " He glanced awkwardly at his distant
fingers wrestling with themselves. " ... hardly
a Christian..."
"But, yes. We too, our family are good
Christians, old ones ... she too," and as if to
allay his disbelief she thrust a photograph of a
little girl in First Communion dress before him.
Or did she do it out of bitterness to say it was
only Christians that did this to one another?
though this of course was not true.
He held it ... Sweetness Of ... Bitterness
Of:
, "For my first communion passed a long
time ago!
I can know no more of Your kisses:
But my heart and flesh embraced by Your
flesh goes
On seething with the rotten kisses of Jesus l ' "
Rimbaud he once carried about for seven months
enjoying the scorn of his peers who called him,
'Poet! '.
" Or was," the woman seemed to correct herself. "They try to rely upon themselves, the
Young, so many believe they 'will make the world
better ... and always fail, as you too must ...
it is the necessity, tragedy of young lives. But
she was so beautiful. Even we, old and useless,
must put our hope in that, and so we fail too
... in this life ... she ... her fiance too died
horribly in their hands. But such hopes, such
beautiful children are not wasted even when we
are left alone ... I have ... "
, Adoni! ...-Beautiful men with Latin endings:
Watersilk skies greenly bathing brows of
crimson and dun,
Stains of pure blood from huge, snowy linens,

bewildered, reddening, third eye appeared to
the rending
Of celestial breasts which fall across the drunkenly record the ultimate vision he'd never,
really expected to see. An then he sank back;
suns! '
She turned to the box from 'which she had perchance to dream.
Lt. O'Tool found himself comfortable; prop:taken the photograph. For a moment he thought
she was going to show him more like his grand- ped up against a tree and with a partial view:
mother used to do while telling stories and re- of the temple as he looked up from the red,~
membrances as he sat respectful ~nd a little sticky mess of his hands on his chest. Cool like'
bored. And he was prepared to look at every Indian summer at the lake place when they sat
on the screen-porch ... and Nancy would go in!~
photograph this woman had, and to say someto fix the hot broth they'd drink with vodka . . <;;
thing perceptive and original about each one, or
if he just could not, then to nod understanding- only the droning reminded him ... but even
ly, to somehow express the concern of his love they - The Beings of Obscene Laughter, The
... but no, she recovered herself. Almost smil- Children of Burning Mirth, The Sweetness of:
ing, almost that smile of control, trembling Giggling Butterflies - seemed to be soberiqg:
~
up, becoming more respectful. . .
slightly. She was not really very old.
Although the peasant no longer had his sack
, Maybe I am not worthy of the honour,' he
and his hoe, the Lieutenant recognised him as he '
thought, 'but if you did, you would know I
came across the road. This was so amazingly
could never betray such trust.'
"Useless, we begin to preach,'" she said. easy! He almost smiled. The peasant carried an
" You have the blessing I would give to my automatic just like his own, 'that still must be
sons. And may someone be as kind to you as around my chest somewhere.' And· that nearl}
made him laugh.
you have been ..."
" You are bad wounded," said the peasant:
She held out her hand in the western fashion.
"We can't take no wounded."
The room droned and spun.
Lt. O'Tool wanted to say, "It's all right.
"Thank you." He released her hand, and
nearly fell amongst the eyes at the bottom of Ifs so amazingly easy," but he found that he
couldn't speak, so he just nodded. He didn't see
the steps.
LeRoy turned the jeep around and drove se- or feel 'anything, though it seemed he heard a'
dately to the edge of the village. Then he roar and some quiet droning in the darkness, but.
stomped on the accelerator like a bass-drum he might have been deceived.
LeRoy still sat in the jeep which had not
pedal, plunging through the gears to the top.
The engine whining hysterically, double timing, succeeded in climbing an amazed palmtree. He
as if to elude the temple which appeared and sat up on the back of the seat with his hand~:'
reappeared rising up ominously in the rear-view carefully spaced on the windscreen and his'
mirror as they cat-eered past flashing glint and head between his arms; as if in an attitude of
Moslem prayer ... Sweet Pussy having failal
glitter to blur of green and orchid.
" Man, why you over here fightin' the human~
" Jesus Christ, LeRoy!" shouted Hendricks,
and your cousins?" asked the peasant standin&
" you want to kill us?"
But LeRoy remained hunched grimly over at the head of what now looked like a grim co~
the wheel, his stiff, throbbing leg welding his operative farmers' delegation, except for theit.
foot to the floor. Lt. O'Tool rode silent, trans- -weapons which made them look rather like ~l:
fixed, his knuckles showing white on either side hastily gathered posse as well. A coupl~ of
them were looking about murderously, appre";'~
of the carriage.
_
The bright chatter of light automatic fire hensively.
" I ... I ain't fightin' no one. I just drive ~
missed them as they yawed around a blind curve;
.
just as LeRoy had figured it would ... but the jeep. I didn't have no choice ..."
There was a warning rumble still high above~'
hastily laid charge - which he'd prayed to
Sweet Pussy would not be there - exploded the blind curve.
"We ain't killing people if we can help ~t~>
twenty feet in front of them.
The jeep bucked and twisted, throwing Lt. I know you, LeRoy,and I hope you stay that
.
O'Tool out of the obscuring dust into the cool way."
And after quickly securing the weapons, they
green beside the road. A moment of dazed,
droning near-silence. Hendricks sat spraddled in flowed easily into the jungle.
The droning from the top of the hill was
the center of the road. He gazed dumbly at his
carbine :a few feet away. He heard a sharp crack very. reassuring. LeRoy wondered if maybe he.
could join up. If not, at least get on permanent'!
and more chatter. He looked up with an astonished mouth, as high above it in his forehead, a K.P.
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